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A FIRST-CLASS ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE MIDDLE SECTION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY.
W. ROTER, M. D.,
J .
Practising Physician,
TEAPPJB, Pa- Office at Ms residence, nearly 
opposite Masonic HalL
j^ | Y. WEBER, M.
Practising Physician,
EVANSBURG, Fa. Office Hours : U ntil 9 
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m. Keystone ’Phone No. 17.
s. B. HORNING, M.
Practising Physician,
COLLEGEVILLE, Pa. Telephone In office. 
Office Hours until 9 a. m.
j  H. HAMER, M. » .,
Homeopathic Physician.
COLLEGEVILLE, P A  Office Honrs: Until 
10 a. m., from 6 to 9 p. m. Special attention 
given to ear, nose and throat diseases. 23an,
F. W. SCHEU REN’S
SHAVING PARLOR,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
ta* Second Door Above Railroad.
Finest grades of CIGARS and TOBACCO 
always on hand.
TJEHRY b o w e r ,
Veterinary Surgeon,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.




Prompt and accurate in building construction. 
Estimates cheerfully furnished. 5-23
E A. KRUSEN, M. D.,
4 0 9  Cherry Street,
NORRISTOWN, PA.
Houes, 8 to 9 T ele ph o n e s , Bell 301-x
2 to 8 Keystone 169
7 to 8 Sundays, 1 to 2 only.
IFTARVEY U. SHOMO,A ttorney-at-L aw ,




Attorn ey -a t-  Law,
LBERTSON TRUST CO. BUILDING, 
805 Swede St.. Norristown, Pa 
B e l l  and Keystone’Phones. 5-16.
jyj-AYNE B. EONGSTRETH,
A ttorney-at-L aw ,
.̂nd Notary Public. m.y  No. 712 Oroser Build­
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Long Distince Telephone. House No. 5928. 
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.
JOSEPH S. KRATZ,
A ttorney-at- Law,
1009 COMMONWEALTH BUILDING, 12th 
and CHESTNUT STREETS, 
Philadelphia.
HAVE YOU
H EAD A CH E-
Letlers Blnr?
PHILLIPS’ GLASSES WILL STOP IT.
Good Glasses at Little Prices.
310 High Street, Pottstown, Pa.
N. BABNDT,
* COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
OONTBACTOR FOR ALL KIN DS OF
Brick and Stone Masonry,
CEMENTING, C'ONCKETING, ETC. Esti­
mates cheerfully furnished and good work guar­





Plans and specifications carefully prepared. 
Patronage solicited. 2-7.
U  G. FINKB1NER,
Real Estate and Insurance,
LOANS and INVESTMENTS, NOTARY 
PUBLIC. ROYERSFORD, PA.
J O H N  J .  R A D C U IFF,
Painter and Paper Hanger
FIFTH  AVENUE, COtsUEGEVIIiLE, PA.
Telephones.
Q  J j .  EVANS,
A ttorney-at- Law,
823 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA- 
At residence, Limerick, every evening.
Bell ’Phone 92. Keystone ’Phone, 27.
T HOMAN HALLMAN,
A ttorney-at- Law,
828 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Will be a t his branch office in Odd Fallows’ 
Building, COLLEGEVILLE, P a ., every evening 
from 7 to 10; Saturday afternoons from 1 to 6. 
1-25.
JOHN S. HENSICKER,
Justice of the P eace,
KAHN STATION, PA. Conveyancer and 
General Business Agent. Clerking of sales a t­
tended to. Charges reasonable.
j^RTHUR G. ASH,
Justice of the P eace,
Real Estate and General Business Agent,
TRAPPE, PA. All kinds of real estate sold 
on commission. Real estate purchased. Money 
loaned. 3-16
jQR. FRANK BRANDRETH, 
(Successor to Dr. Chas, Ryckman,)
DENTIST,
ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry a t 
honest prices.
A full line of wall paper and paint for sale. 
Your patronage solicited.
H A R M LE S S  S N A K E S .
They Are Valuable as Aids to the 
Agriculturist.
I t  Is not generally known that the 
preservation of harmless snakes is as 
Important as the destruction of the 
hosts of pests met with in farming and 
In market gardening.
The national records contain sad his­
tories of the total or partial extermina­
tion of many animals which are useful 
or beautiful or both.
Yet there are few animals more use­
ful in one way than snakes. If human­
ity alone prevented the killing of harm­
less snakes, how can ‘ we justify it 
when they are proved to be useful 
to us? Consider the economic relation 
of a snake to an ear of com or a row 
of potatoes. Snakes live almost en­
tirely upon creatures which are de­
structive to growing things—that is, 
they cat literally / millions of insects, 
small mammals and worms. Especial­
ly are potato bugs, worms, flies, bee­
tles, maggots, ants, grubs, grasshop­
pers, locusts and the larvae of these 
the food of most of our snakes.
Of considerably over eighty differ­
ent kinds of snakes found throughout 
the United States and exclusive of the 
rattlesnakes and mocassins there are 
but two which can be termed danger­
ous. We exclude the rattlesnakes and 
the moccasius because all are large,
JJR. 8. D. CORNI8H,
DENTIST,
COLLEGEYIDIjE, PA. 
First-class Workmanship G uaranteed; Gal 
administered. Prices Reasonable.
Keystone ’Phone No. 81 Bell ’Phone, 27Y.
Th e  k r y p t o k  “ i n v i s i b l e ”  BIFOCAL LENS.
Nothing has stirred the optloal world like the 
advent of Kryptok "Invisible” Bifocals. They 
are made without cement. They are perfect. 
There are no other bifocal lenses like them .
A. B. PARKER, Optician,
210 De k a l b  s t r e e t , n o r r is t o w n .
J 1 8. KOONS,
SOHWENKSVILLE, I
Slater and Roc
And dealer In Slate, Slate Fla 




OOLLEGEYILLE, PA. «-Samples of 
always on hand.
easily recognized forms, which cannot 
he confused with harmless kinds. Liv­
ing in water, the moccasins are not of­
ten troublesome to farming regions 
and are confined to the south from 
North Carolina around the gulf coast 
and the Florida peninsula and along 
the southern Mississippi, living in 
swamps. The two really poisonous 
snakes which might be mistaken for 
harmless ones are the copperhead and 
the coral snake.
Of the two the copperhead only 
needs our attention. This truly poi­
sonous snake is slender and has few 
features to distinguish it from harm­
less milk snakes. I t  is found usually 
in rocky hills or stone piles, old cellars 
being a favorite spot But it should 
not be greatly feared, for unless at­
tacked or stepped on- it will not bite, 
and it is seldom found where there is 
cultivation of the ground in progress.— 
St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
A M ER IC A ’ S M O U N TAIN S .
Grander and Greater In Variety Than 
the Old World’s.
North America has suffered shame­
fully from Alpine arrogance. Its mas-
ters have looked upon glacierless Colo­
rado, the ridges bulging faintly above 
the continental plateau; upon Popo­
catepetl and his sister titans reaching 
isthmusward, upon the snowy dead 
craters of the Cascades, and pitied us 
Americans that our lands offered 
mountain sport for none but women 
and old men. Volcanoes? An inferior 
sort of mountain. The Appalachians? 
Molehills.
But on their continent are fields for 
climbing greater in variety, wider in 
appeal to every sort of mountaineer. 
Alpinist inclhded, than on any other of 
the world’s six areas and among the 
summits physically attainable proba­
bly the hardest in the world. The 
Himalayas, with greater real eleva­
tion, have bases of attack discounting- 
ly high, and the accepted idea that 
thin air prevents climbing above 25,000 
feet bars their tiptops. If South Affler- 
'lca offers greater height and heroic 
weather, Alaska requires training in a 
sport quite new, a subarctic Alpining 
for which you must persist and endure 
like a polar traveler, work ax and 
rope, cordel or pack cayuses across 
tundra. Its ten or more summits be­
tween 10,000 and 20,300 feet present 
the greatest effective height, the lon­
gest snow and ice slopes, in the world.
Ail but Mount S t Elias and Mount 
McKinley. 20,300 feet, the highest on 
the continent, are virgin. Mount Lo­
gan, 19.500 feet, is the world’s remain­
ing Alpine problem. Swiss training 
alone will not win it. Climbers have 
avoided Alaska, oftener accepting chal­
lenges from Asia and the Andes. Al­
pinists must succeed in this ultimate 
field or come to judgment for their 
condescension. Alaska lacks only that 
prohibitive elevation for which you 
may as well train in a laboratory vac­
uum.—Robert Dunn in Outing Maga­
zine.
K N EW  HUM AN N A T U R E .
bogie of the Man Who Fiddled In the 
Midst of a Flood.
When Davy Crockett was on his way 
from his Tennessee home to Texas to 
Eight for the new republic he rode over­
land with some chance friends from 
Little Rock to Fulton. One day they 
were startled by hearing the high notes 
if a distant violin playing a rollicking 
lir. Putting spurs to their horses, the 
men hastened toward the sound and 
loon observed several others running 
through the fields In the same direc­
tion. At last they came over the crest 
of a ridge in view of the river and be­
held the fiddler seated in the middle 
if  the flood in an almost submerged 
buggy playing as fast as be could 
shake the bow.
“Hello, there! Turn back!” shouted 
the men who came through the field.
“I can’t,” replied the fiddler.
“But you’ve missed the ford. You’ll 
drown!”
“I’ve known that for half an hour.”
“What are you going to do?”
“Sit here till you chaps come out and 
turn my horse the right way.”
The horse was with difficulty keeping 
his footing and seemed about to be 
swept away. One of the men who had 
been attracted by the fiddling waded 
nut and by a precarious way reached 
the horse’s head and led.him round to 
the ford and back to the bank, the pas­
senger fiddling all the way and wind­
ing up with a merry jig.
“What do you mean by sitting out 
there fiddling in the face of death?” 
demanded Crockett of the rescued 
stranger.
“Well, colonel,” said the fiddler, “I 
am a student of human nature. When 
I found I had missed the ford and 
needed help, I set out to get i t  I 
might have shouted myself hoarse and 
no one out here would have paid the 
slightest attention to me. But there 
Isn’t  a' man west of the Mississippi 
who wouldn’t  come running at the 
sound of a fiddle in the woods.”
“And he was right,” said Davy, “for 
there we were, the lot of us, our horses 
all of a lather, for running to satisfy 
our curiosity about that squeaking fid­
dle in this out of the way place.”— 
Youth’s Companion.
SUNDOW N D O C TO R S .
A Class That Is Peculiar to the Na­
tional Capital.
“Sundown doctors” are an institution 
peculiar to Washington city. They are 
an amiable company of medical prac­
titioners who ply their trade only 
after nightfall. Not that these gentle­
men prefer darkness to light if they 
had their d’ruthers, nor are their deeds 
of questionable complexion that looks 
best in the shade. Sundown doctors 
have no ways that are dark or tricks 
that are vain. They are as open as the 
day that they may not utilize. If they 
practice their profession by candle­
light rather than by the sunshine, 
tha t’s Uncle Sam’s fau lt not their 
own. Sundown doctors begin to get 
busy only after 4:30 in the afternoon. 
From 9 to that hour, poor souls, they 
are holding their noses to the grind­
stones over the government desks, 
for one must live, don’t  you know, 
however soaring one’s scientific ambi­
tion, and Uncle Sam’s wages do come 
in mighty regular and handy. So that 
In a pigeonhole is the story of the
origin "or tne struggling fraternity of 
sundown physicians a t the federal 
capital.
There are thousands of instances. 
Embryonic young physicians, with 
their careers yet to carve, secure clerk­
ships in some of the governmental 
departments of Washington in order to 
keep the pot bubbling while they are 
getting their medical education after 
office hours. Their diplomas thus la­
boriously achieved, they hang out their 
shingles tentatively, holding fast, how­
ever, to their government positions un­
til securely established professionally. 
A job in the hand, you know, is worth 
a whole city directory full of uncaptur- 
ed patients. Never let go a sure thing 
till you are sure of a surer.—Washing­
ton Cor. Louisvfile Courier-Journal.
"Numny Dumny."
In his “Highways and Byways In 
Devon and Cornwall” Arthur H. Nor­
way tells of a fragment of antiquity 
that still “lingers in the neighborhood 
of Redruth, where the country people 
when they see a ghost say, ‘Numny 
dumny!’ ” and he adds, “I leave the 
riddle to be solved by any one who is 
curious enough to undertake a useful 
piece of practice in . unraveling the cor­
ruption of language.”
The phrase is probably a corruption 
of “In nomine Domini,” the Latin for 
“In the name of the Lord,” a phrase so 
familiar in the devotion of the middle 
ages.
His Compliment,
A few weeks back a wedding break­
fast was given by a substantial farmer 
blessed with five daughters, the eldest 
of whom was a bride. A neighbor, a 
young farmer, who was honored with 
an invitation, thinking no doubt that 
he ought to say something complimen­
tary upon the event, addressed the 
bridegroom thus:
“Well, you have got the pick of the 
batch.”
The faces of the four unmarried 
ones were a study.—London Graphic.
The London Cabby.
An extreme specimen of a dandy 
alighted from a four wheeler and went 
round to pay the driver. The poor old 
bag o’ bones mare turned her head to 
gaze at him.
“Yes,” said the driver confidentially 
to the horse as the passenger moved 
away, “that’s the blessed hobject 
you’ve been a dr a win’ of!”—London 
Express.
That which is his lot today may be 
yours tomorrow.—Latin Proverb.
T H IR T E E N .
The Superstition Attached to It Is by 
No Means Modern.
I t is usually stated that the supersti­
tious objection to sitting thirteen a t a 
table in Christian countries was based 
on the fact of the last supper, when 
Christ and his twelve disciples sat 
down to eat together immediately be­
fore the Saviour was seized by his en­
emies. But in the Norse mythology, 
which is supposed to antedate the in­
troduction of Christianity among the 
northmen, we find the superstition re­
ferred to the fact that a t a banquet of 
the gods Lokl, the spirit of mischief, 
intruded himself, making thirteen at 
the table, wherefore there was a fight, 
and Baldour, a young hero especially 
loved by all the gods, was killed. For 
the fact is the objection to this num­
ber seems to ha^e existed even before 
Christianity. Among the Turks the 
number is so disliked and feared that 
it is never even named. With the Az­
tecs, the aborigines of Mexico, it was 
believed to have magic power, and a 
like fancy has been found in other In­
dian tribes. Among the ignorant 
blacks of the south the fear of this 
number in any connection is actually 
absurd, but whether they have bor­
rowed this idea from their imperfect 
knowledge of Christianity or whether 
it is a survival of the Voodoo worship 
of their ancestors it is impossible to 
say, for the superstition has a strong 
hold everywhere, even among those 
who should know better than to be 
swayed by i t  In Italy it is never used 
in making up the numbers of the fa­
vorite lotteries, and In Paris it  is omit- 
ter in numbering the houses on the 
streets.—Housekeeper.
Armenian Marriages.
An Armenian mother usually chooses 
her daughter’s husband. After all busi­
ness preliminaries are settled between 
the families the bridegroom’s mother, 
accompanied by a priest and two ma­
trons, visits the bride and gives her a 
ring in token of espousal, and with 
this ring the couple are ultimately 
married. Among the fishing communi­
ties very ancient and elaborate rings 
are used, and they descend as heir­
looms from generation to generation.
Surprised Her.
Mrs. Jaggsby—I was very much sur­
prised at the condition in which you 
came home last night.
Jaggsby—There you go again! I’d be 
willing tc swear that I came home per­
fectly sober.
Mrs. Jaggsby—So you did. That’s 
what surprised me.—Illustrated Bits.
WASHINGTON LETTER.
From Our Regular Correspondent.
Washington D. C., Sept. 19,1907.— 
There is a lively discussion agita­
ting army and navy circles over the 
comparative merits of their respect­
ive systems of gunnery, and rumor 
has it that the President is at the 
bottom of it. The navy has made 
tremendous progress along this 
line. Careful calculations made after 
the destruction of Cevera’s fleet off 
Santiago showed that only 2 per 
cent, of the American shells reached 
their mark, 98 per cent, falling 
harmlessly into the sea. That proved 
all sufficient to destroy the poorly 
armed and worse armored ships of 
the Spanish fleet, but it would prove 
far from effective against a modern, 
well drilled navy and the authori­
ties went to work at once to improve 
the accuracy and rapidity of fire. 
What has been accomplished is 
shown by the fact that at the spring 
target practice the average score 
was practically 60 per cent, of hits, 
while one ship, the Boston, made an 
average of 80 per cent. Moreover, 
with the big guns the rate of fire at 
the time of the Spanish war was one 
shot in five minutes. In the last 
target practice the rate of fire was 
two shots in pne minute. The Presi­
dent went toProvincetown and from 
on board one of the ships saw the 
work of the navy gunners. Then 
’he asked, according to the report, 
that a naval officer of high rank be 
sent to Fort Monroe to watch and 
report on the work of the army 
gunners, and this was done.
When the report of the naval 
officer was completed and a copy 
sent to Oyster Bay, a copy found its 
,way into the hands of an army 
officer and immediately the kettle 
began to boil. “ It is child’s play to 
make big scores in the navy,” said 
this officer. “Why, they shoot there 
at 1,600 yards range. Now our 
gunners shoot at ranges of from 
6,000 to 8,000 yards abd they make 
wonderful scores, too. In one case 
they placed 10 shots out of ten in a 
target 4 yards long by 3 yards high 
at a range of 8,000 yards. That is 
shooting. If the navy gunners were 
to practice at ranges like that they 
would not be so proud of their 
scores. If the gunners of foreign 
navies practice at 1,600 yards ranges 
they would never be able to get 
within range of our forts before we 
would have blown them to pieces. ” 
The navy officers point out, how­
ever, that their gunners shoot from 
a ship that is kept moving and at a 
moving target which is tossed about 
by the waves. The artillerymen 
say that they too shoot at floating 
targets, although they admit that it 
is less possible to make good scores 
with guns fired from the deck of a 
rolling ship, than can be made from 
the solid emplacements of a land 
fort. What the outcome of the con­
troversy will be is not certain, but 
it seems destined to spur both arms 
of the service on to renewed effort 
and perhaps that was the intention 
of the President in starting the con­
troversy.
Every other man who comes to 
Washington these days is on his 
way to or from the Jamestown Ex­
position, and it is noteworthy that 
all who come away are more than 
pleased. The last nail in the com­
pletion of the Exposition wasdriven, 
so to speak, on September 14, when 
the Government completed its great 
concrete pier which is said to have 
the longest single concrete span in 
the world. If the Exposition had 
been as complete and as attractive 
when it opened as it is now, thous­
ands would have visited it who have 
stayed away, but even now there 
are from 18,000 to 20,000 visitors a 
day and the number is growing 
daily. Nevertheless, the incom­
pleteness was so great and the in­
conveniences so annoying when the 
Exposition opened last spring, that 
thousands who visited then went 
home with no conception of the 
beauty and attractiveness which it 
was destined ultimately to attain 
and tbe stories they told their neigh­
bors kept thousands away. Conse­
quently, from a financial standpoint, 
the Jamestown Exposition seems 
destined to make tbe poorest show­
ing of any held in recent years, and 
it is very doubtful if the Govern­
ment will get back anything like 
the $800,000 which the Exposition 
still owes it. And while that fact 
does not in any way mar the beauty 
of tbe Exposition it does keep tbe 
Treasury officials in a constant state 
of anxiety.
Secretary Wilson appears at last 
to have waked up to the fact that 
some of his subordinates charged 
with the duty of investigating the 
methods whereby farmers can 
manufacture denatured alcohol from 
their waste products have been wo- 
fully lacking in attention to duty. 
The Secretary himself is reasonably 
interested in tbe establishment of 
this industry, but for some un­
known reason the men to whom he 
delegated the duty of looking into 
the subject and publishing a 
farmers bulletin which would point 
the way whereby farmers might 
avail themselves of the privileges 
conferred by the Hansbrough Free 
Alcohol bill, passed last session, 
have apparently, accomplished 
nothing along that line. The Treas­
ury officials are also, apparently, 
loath to do anything which will ben­
efit the farmer and the hostility of 
the big distillers to the competition 
of farmers’stills seems to have had 
its effect throughout the govern­
ment. Secretary Wilson, however, 
however, is a man who generally 
accomplishes what he sets out to 
do, and now that be has awakened 
to the fact that his subordinates 
have been neglecting his instruc­
tions, some action by the depart­
ment may be looked for.
A recent story which has gone 
the rounds of the press is to the 
effect that the President has told a 
friend that his “enemies” may 
force him to accept another nomina­
tion and that he regards the 
Hughes boom as growing amaz­
ingly. Without going into the 
politicial merits of this report or 
the purposes for whiah it is being 
circulated, it seems well to state 
here that if is absolutely false. 
The President has never, said to 
anyone that under any circum­
stances he might accept the nomina­
tion. On the other hand, he has 
firmly insisted to all that he will 
not. And as for the Hughes boom, 
he is convinced' that Mr. Hughes 
vvill be again nominated and elec­
ted Governor of New York. He 
does not believe that even Governor 
Hughes takes his presidential boom 
seriously.
A GREAT TOBACCO STATE.
Few PeDsylvanians realize that- 
tbeir State ranks sixth in the 
Union in the value of her tobacco 
crop, because in only five counties- 
—Lancaster and York, in the south­
east; Clinton in the centre, and 
Tioga and Bradford in the north— 
is tobacco culture extensively 
practiced. In the census year, 
however, Pennsylvania had nearly 
28,000 acres under tobacco, and pro­
duced 41,500,000 pounds of leaf, 
worth $2,960,000. Moreover, she 
had 2664 manufacturing establish­
ments, chiefly cigar factories, with 
nearly $14,000,000 capital, employ­
ing 25,000 wage-earners, paying 
nearly $8,500,00 wages, consuming
29.000. 000 pounds of tobacco and 
other raw materials, at a cost of 
$11,600,000, and putting out over
1.600.000. 000 cigars, valued at about 
$30,000,000.
CONCERNING WOMEN.
The Mayor of New Orleans has 
appointed three women on his new 
tenement house commission of seven. 
These appointments have been re­
ceived with general approval, and 
are as follows: Miss Eleanor Mc- 
Mains, head resident of Kingsley 
House, (a social settlement); Dr. 
Edith Foeber, daughter of the dis­
tinguished physician and surgeon, 
so prominently identified with New 
Orleans; and Mrs. Grace Chamber- 
lain, President of the splendid or­
ganization known as the Era Club.
2 LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS.
&  THE INDEPENDENT I
TERMS — 91.00 PER YEAR 
:: IN ADVANCE. u
Thursday, Sept. 2 6 , ’07 .
CHURCH SERVICES.
Parish of St. Paul’s Memorial P. E. Church, 
T>aks, Perkiomen, Audubon. The Rev. T. P. 
Ege, rector. Sunday services: Union Church, 
Audubon, 10.45 a. m., with Holy Communion 
first in month. St. Paul’s, Oaks, 3.30 p. m., 
with Holy Communion third in month 8.30 a. 
m. Children’s Evensong last in month 8 p. m. 
Sunday School 2.80 p. m. Vested choir. Free 
sittings. Cordial welcome. The rector, resid­
ing a t Oaks, will be pleased to receive calls for 
visitation or ministration. Address Oaks P. O.
. Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. S. B. G arrett 
pastor. Sabbath School, 9.30 a. m. Preaching,
10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Song and prayer ser­
vice, 7 p. m.
Trinity Reformed Church, Collegeville, Rev. 
F. C. Yost, D. D., pastor. Services next Sun­
day a t 10 a. m. Sunday School a t 9. Junior 
Christian Endeavor a t 2 p. m., and Senior C.
E. a t 7 p. m.
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev. 
S L. Messinger, S. T. D., pastor. Sunday 
School a t 8.45 a .m. Preaching every Sunday at 
10 a. m. and 7.45 p. m. Junior Endeavor prayer 
meeting a t 2 p . m. Y . P. S. C. E. prayer meet­
ing a t 6.45 p. m. Bible Study meeting on 
Wednesday evening a t 8 o’clock. All are 
most cordially invited to attend the services.
St. Jam es’ Church, Lower Providence, Rev.
F. S. Ballentine, rector. Morning service and 
sermon, 10.30. Sunday School, 1.45 p. m. Eve­
ning service and sermon, 3. Holy Com­
munion, First Sunday in the month. All are 
cordially invited and welcome.
Trappe Circuit United Evangelical Church, 
Rev. George R. Riffert, pastor. Services in 
the various churches of the charge will be as 
follows : Trappe—Preaching a t 2.30 p. m.; Sun­
day School a t 1.30 p. m.; prayer meeting a t 10 
a. m. Limerick—Preaching a t 1.45 p. m.; Sun­
day School a t 1.30 p. m.; C. E. meeting a t
7.30 p. m.
Passenger trains leave Collegeville for Phila­
delphia : 7.03, 7.45,11.30 a. m., 6.05 p. m. Sun­
days—7.11 a. m., 6.33 p. m. For Allentown: 
7.45,11.02 a. m., 3.22, 6.05 p. m. Sundays—8.30 







—Prosperity has been known
—To promptly encourage
—Some men to sow
—The seeds of adversity.
—The lower ward has been 
pretty well calithumpianized.
—Don’t shed your straw hat too 
soon
—Civilizatiou is what teaches a 
man to laugh at a joke even if he 
has heard it ten times before.— 
Florida Times-Union.
—“Apple snitz” parties are claim­
ing the attention of Berks county 
ruralists until the corn-husking 
frolics get in full swing.
>—Falling only three feet from a 
porch, William Langhead, a.Potts- 
town police officer, broke his leg.
—The limb of a chestnut tree 
broke, killing John Subibnski, a 
Minersville boy, who was on it.
—Sale of apples on the Prizer 
farm, this borough, September 28. 
See adver.
—H. H. Koons, of this borough, 
is having a Freed steam heater in­
stalled in his house.
—Ambrose Weiss, of Steinburg, 
has a pumpkin measuring 65 in­
ches in circumference.
—Tomatoes were formerly known 
as “love apples,” probably because 
they were soft and easily mashed. 
—Chicago News.
—On her sixty-third birthday 
anniversary Mrs. David S. Erb, of 
Boyertown, underwent a serious 
surgical operation.
—A tomcat and little roosters be­
longing to William F. Weitzel, of 
Knauers, have become such fast 
friends that they sleep together.
—The persimmon crop in Berks 
county will exceed all records with­
in the last decade, as the trees are 
loaded down with the fruit.
—Regardless of the rain, over 
4000 persons went from Reading 
during the during the week to the 
Allentown Fair by train and 
trolley.
—R. H. Grater, the well-known 
carriage builder of this vicinity, is 
ready to paint and varnish your 
buggy or carriage. He does good 
work at fair prices.
—On a stone wall at the home of 
Joseph H. Hassler, in Reading, 
there is a beautiful flower bed 50 
feet long and two feet wide, con­
taining 2000 begonias, of red white 
and other colors.
—John Ortt found a hollow tree 
on his farm near Pennsburg, in 
which bees had hived, and removed 
70 pounds of honey from it.
— Adam H. Feger, of Riverside, 
is 78 years old, and arises a t 4 
o’clock every morning, and for the 
the last 35 years has made 35 wash­
boards every week.
W. C. T. U.
The opening meeting of the Col­
legeville Union will be held at the 
home of Mrs. F. G. Hobson on 
Tuesday, October 1, at 3 p. m.
At the Races.
Harry Stern, of this borough, 
had his pacer entered in one of the 
races at Spring City, Saturday 
afternoon, and won second place in 
a race that was unfinished on ac­
count of rain. Harry’s horse paced 
a half-mile in 1.12.
Therm om eters in School Rooms.
The Erie Dispatch estimates that 
if the new law requiring a ther­
mometer to be installed in every 
school room in the State by Decem­
ber 1 is impartially enforced, a 
market for about 200,000 thermome­
ters will have been created.
Millinery Opening.
Fall opening at Lachman’s mill* 
inery, Collegeville, on Saturday, 
October 5. A full line of trimmed 
and untrimmed hats in all the latest 
creations.
2t Mrs. F ry, Trimmer.
Gettysburg Excursion. 
Sunday, Sept. 29. Special Train—
Leave SchweDksville 5.18 a. m.i f Grater’s Ford 5.24 “c f Rah n ’s 5.28 “
(t Collegeville 5.33 “
Arrive Gettysburg 10.00 “
Leave 4  C -4.35 p. m.
Fare, $1.75.
Girl Bitten by Snake.
While reaching up a pole to pick 
beans, Nellie, daughter of Otto 
Brusch, a trucker of near Norris­
town, was bitten by a snake. The 
girl promptly killed the reptile 
with a shovel and drove to Norris­
town and had the wound cauter­
ized. Brave girl.
Work on New Trolley Line.
The work of constructing a trol­
ley line from Centre Square to 
Ambler has been started. It is 
proposed to push the work through 
to Ambler as rapidly as possible. 
The line has been projected for 
several years but progress was 
balked by one property owner. 
The new law takes care of him now.
Drowned.
Richard Julius, aged 22 years, 
was drowned while attempting to 
swim across the Schuylkill river be­
low Pottstown, Sunday. The river 
was swollen by recent rains, and 
Julius was swept down the river. 
John Yarso, who went to his assist­
ance, was rescued in an exhausted 
condition by ropes thrown to him 
from the shore. Julius’ body was 
not recovered.
Pure Milk.
The Huntingdon Monitor boasts 
of the purity of Huntingdon county 
milk. Of the 8500 samples of milk 
taken in 145 cities of the State by 
the State Dairy and Food Commiss­
ioner Foust, there were found but 
17 samples to contain either formal­
dehyde or boric acid, as preserva­
tives. The milk from Huntingdon 
county was free from any of the 
preservatives, says the Monitor.
Lodge Visitation.
About forty members of Nicetown 
Lodge trolleyed in a special car to 
this borough, Saturday evening, 
and visited Economy Lodge, No. 
397, I. O. O. F. The members of 
Economy Lodge well entertained 
their visitors and the visitors in 
turn contributed their share to the 
pleasures of the fraternal event. 
After music and speeches the 
Nicetown brethren were served 
with lunch.
A Humane Appeal.
A humane citizen of Richmond, Ind., Mr. 
U. D. Williams, 107 West Main street, says : 
“ I appeal to all persons with weak lungs to 
take Dr. King’s New Discovery, the only 
remedy that has helped me and fully comes 
up to the proprietor’s recommendations.” 
It saves more lives than all other throat and 
lung remedies but together. Used as a 
cough and cold cure the world over. Cures 
asthma, bronchitis, croup, whooping cough, 
quinsy, hoarseness, and phthisic, stops 
hemorrhages of the lungs and builds them 
up. Guaranteed at J .  W. Culberl’s drug 
store. 50c. and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
Pastor’s Aid Anniversary.
The anniversary meeting of the 
Pastor’s Aid Society of the Lower 
Providence Presbyterian church 
was held in the church on Tuesday 
evening, September .24. A special 
program was presented, including 
special music under the leadership 
of Mr. W. King. An address was 
delivered by the pastor and by the 
Rev. E. C. Reeve, of Tacony.
Married.
On Wednesday, September 18, at 
the parsonage, Corinthian avenue, 
Philadelphia, by Rev.“ John P. H. 
Schweitzer, Miss Pauline Miller, of 
Philadelphia, and Mr. Charles M. 
Barndt, of this borough, were 
united in matrimony. The newly 
wedded couple, who will reside in 
this borough, are ‘ receiving the 
hearty congratulations of their 
friends.
Death.
Dorothy, daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Elmer Hunsicker, of Chicago, 
died Saturday of an affection of the 
spleen at North Wales at the age 
of 9 years. The funeral was held 
on Wednesday of this week. In­
terment at Wentz’s church ceme­
tery. Mr. and Mrs. Hunsicker and 
daughter visited at Ironbridge last 
week, and were visiting at North 
Wales when the messenger of death 
overtook the daughter.
Annual S tatem ent of Philadelphia 
and Reading Railway Company.
The annual report of the Philadel­
phia and Reading Rail way was made 
public last week. The gross re­
ceipts amounted to $43,528,936, ap 
increase of $2,965,211 over those of 
the previous year. The surplus 
for the year increased $659,953. 
There was au increase of $3,752,159 
in operating expenses, due, gener­
ally, to the increased volume of 
business handled, increase in wages 
and higher prices of materials. The 
net earnings amounted to $17,630,- 
605, a decrease of $786,847, from the 
net earnings for the previous year.
The Two-Cent Law.
Following the announcement that 
no change would be made in the 
present commutation rates for Octo­
ber, officials of both the Pennsyl­
vania and Reading recently stated 
that all single fare rates would be 
reduced to two cents a mile on Oc­
tober 1 to conform with the new 
rate law which becomes effective 
that day. Tb6 present excursion 
rates, which in this section at least, 
have been on the basis of two cents 
per mile for some time, will be con* 
tinued, but as the rates will be on a 
parity with the single fare the only 
advantage in their purchase will be 
one of convenience.
M onument Dedicated.
Last Saturday the monument of 
native French Creek granite, erect­
ed at Fountain Inn, Phcenixville, to 
designate the westernmost inland 
point reached by the main army of 
the British invaders ^during the 
Revolutionary War, was dedicated 
with very appropriate ceremonies. 
John O. K. Robarts, editor of the 
Messenger, who initiated the move­
ment in Phcenixville that culmin­
ated in the erection of the elabor­
ately inscribed memorial,'unveiled 
the monument. Ex-Governor S. W. 
Pennypacker delivered a splendid 
historical address that contained 
authentic details as to Revolution­
ary war times.
The New Year a t Ursinus.
The 38th academic year of Ursi­
nus College was formally opened on 
Wednesday evening of last week. 
After singing the coronation hymn, 
prayer by Rev. Professor Kline, 
and a charming piano solo by Miss 
Marion Spangler, Rev, Joseph W. 
Cochran, D. D., of Philadelphia, 
Secretary of the Board of Missions 
of the Presbyterian Church, de­
livered an excellent opening ad­
dress relating to the importance of 
genuine culture. Dr. Messinger 
pronounced the benediction. At 
the Y. M. C. A. reception, Satur­
day evening, addresses were made 
by H. M. Leidy, Dr. Yost, and 
others. Good violin and vocal 
music was provided by E. N. 
Rhodes, of Emmitsburg, Md., and 
Miss Clara Fling, of Germantown.
Lost and Found.
Lost, between 9.30 p. m., yesterday and 
to-day, a bilious attack, with nausea and 
sick headaehe. This loss was occasioned by 
finding at J. W. Culbert's drug store a box 
of Dr. King's New Life Pills, the guaran­
teed cure for biliousness, malaria and jaun­
dice. 25c. **
NEW PRESIDENT FOR URSINUS 
COLLEGE.
At a récent meeting of ,the Board 
of Directors of Ursinus College a 
unanimous call was extended to the 
.Rev. Albert Edwin Keigwin, D. D., 
pastor of the West End Presbyter­
ian church of New York City, to be­
come President of thè College,’ the 
leadership in the work of the in­
stitution to be carried on in con­
nection with his present work in 
in New York. It is expected that 
he will accept the call.
Dr. Keigwin has a remarbable ca­
pacity for administrative work and 
has Won distinction as an organizer 
and leader of religious and philan­
thropic enterprises. He was born 
at Lyons, Ibwa, thirty-seven years 
ago. His father is the Rev. Albert 
N. Keigwin, D. D., now pastor 
emeritus of the West Presbyterian 
Church of Wilmington, Del., where 
he was in active service for more 
than twenty years.
Dr. Albert Edwin Keigwin was 
graduated from Princeton Univer­
sity in 1891, received the degree 
of Master of Arts from his Alma 
Mater in 1894 and the degree of 
Doctor of Divinity from Lafayette 
College in 1906. He took his theo­
logical course at Union Seminary in 
New York. He has served three 
pastorates, first, at Millville, N. J., 
where he labored five .years in 
which time he received 520 mem­
bers .making it the largest con­
gregation in the Presbytery; then 
at the Park Presbyterian Church, 
Newark, N. J., where he served 
another five years, distinguishing 
himself by the liquidation of a large 
church debt and raising other large 
funds for benevolent work; and 
lately at the West End Church, 
105th St., and Amsterdam Ave., 
New York where for two years he 
has had remarkable success in 
carrying on a work embracing 
twenty-five distinct organizations. 
He is a strong preacher and has 
the largest evening audiences that 
gather in New York.
At present, Dr. Keigwin holds the 
following important posts in the 
Presbyterian Church: member of 
the Board of Home Missions, mem­
ber of the committees of General 
Assembly on Evangelistic Work 
and Church Union and Reunion and 
chairman of the Committee on Min­
isterial Sustention. He is the au­
thor of “The Heart Side of God” 
and “The Bethlehem of the Heart,” 
two books for young people which 
have been widely read.
The Directors of the College ap­
pointed a committee of the Board 
consisting of Hon. Henry W. Kratz, 
Norristown, President A. H. 
Fetterolf of Girard College, Rev. 
John F. Carson, D. D., Brooklyn, 
N. Y., Dr. Henry T. Spangler, 
Collegeville, Dean Geo. Leslie Om- 
wake of the College and Rev. J. M. 
S. Isenberg, Philadelphia, to con­
vey the call to Dr. Keigwin.
Surprisers Participated in Wedding 
Festlvitiea.
When sixty friends of Mr. and 
Mrs. Theo. Morgan, of Fair view 
Village, called on them, Saturday 
afternoon, to give Mr. Morgan a 
birthday surprise, the guests 
found their host more than equal to 
the occasion. Not only did he 
good-naturedly decline to be very 
much surprised, but, with a merry 
twinkle in his eye, announced that 
he would go them one better, and, 
in turn, give them a surprise worth 
two of the guests’. He then an­
nounced that his daughter, Miss 
Florence R. Morgan would become 
the bride of Mr. Walter Ridel, Jr., 
of New York, and that the surprise 
party was cordially invited to be­
come the wedding party. The de­
lighted guests assembled on the 
lawn of Mr. Morgan’s residence, 
where the Rev. D. W. Shepherd, 
pastor of the Eagleville Baptist 
church, pronounced the words that 
made Miss Morgan and Mr. Ridel 
man and wife. The bride wore a 
dainty gown of white and was at­
tended by her sister, Miss Frances 
Morgan. After the congratulations 
of the wedding guests an eleborate 
wedding dinner was served. Mr. 
and Mrs. Ridel left later on a wed­
ding trip, following which they will 
reside in New York.
Health in the Canal Zone.
The high wages paid make it a mighty 
temptation to our young artisans to join the 
force of skilled workman needed to con- 
struot the Panama Canal. Many are re­
strained, however, by the fear of fevers and 
malaria. It is the knowing ones—those who 
have used Electric Bitters, _who go there 
without this fear, well knowing they are 
safe from malarious influence with Electric 
Bitters on hand. Cures blood poison, too; 
biliousness, weakness and all stomach, liver 
and kidney troubles. Guaranteed by J. W. 
Culbert, druggist. 50c,
Death Due to Paris Green. Death of Old Citizen.
Mrs. Tyson, widow of the late 
Jacob C.~ Tyson, of near Fairview 
Village, died in agony early Sunday 
morning as the result of taking a 
dose of Paris green, either by mis­
take or with suicidal intent. On 
Saturday afternoon she encouraged 
her daughter and son-in-law, J. M. 
McHarg, to attend th e , birthday 
surprise and wedding at Mr. Theo. 
Morgan’s place. When they re­
turned in the evening they found 
her alone and in a dying condition. 
Dr. Horning, of this borough, was 
quickly summoned and did every­
thing in his power to save the wo­
man, but to no avail.. Mrs: Tyson, 
since the death of her hufeband, was 
in ill health and was subject to 
melancholia.
The Flood, Monday.
A COW CARRIED DOWN STREAM.
The downpour of rain during 
Mon day“ drenched the surface of the 
earth and flooded the highways and 
lowlands. Considerable damage 
was done to public roads and re­
cently plowed fields. The Perki­
omen became a mighty river and in 
width extended from the steps at 
the Bridge hotel to beyond the 
meadows on the Lower Providence 
side of the stream. Several horses 
and cows were grazing on the 
meadow when the water rose. All 
were rescued except one cow belong­
ing to D. H. Casselberry. The animal 
was swept down stream by the rush 
of water, buttheanimal succeeded in 
keeping her head above the torrent 
and landed safely on the south bank, 
just above Landis’ mill dam, 
Yerkes, after a perilous journey of 
about one and a half miles.
W .C .T . U .County Convention.
The twenty-first annual conven­
tion of the Montgomery Bounty W. 
C. T. U. was held on Thursday last 
in the First Baptist church, Potts­
town. Notwithstanding the* un­
favorable weather, unions generally 
from various parts of the county 
were'well represented. Convention 
opened at 10 o’clock, Mrs. S. L. 
Oberholtzer presiding. The devo­
tional half hour was conducted by 
Mrs. Williams of Pottstown. The 
afternoon devotional by Mrs. Grey 
of Genesee, Ohio. The sessions of 
the day were principally taken up 
with reports of the year’s work 
along the lines of the 22departments 
adopted by the county. The flower 
mission work for the year, under 
the care of Mrs. Pownall of Lans- 
dale, was of unusual amount. Among 
other items reported was that of 
having distributed upwards of 6000 
boquets, the greater part having 
been sent to Philadelphia hospitals. 
Mrs. Oberholtzer gave an interest­
ing report of the school saving bank 
system, telling of its origin, and the 
successes it has met with in the 
many schools where the practice is 
in vogue, more particularly in those 
of this county in which she bad been 
instrumental in establishing the 
work. Mrs. Oberholtzer'is also at 
the head of this department for both 
the National and the World’s W. C. 
T. Unions. The report of the Treas­
urer, Mrs. Heebner, showed a fair 
balance on hand and that the sum of 
$228 bad been raised for all pur­
poses by the unions, outside of dues. 
All the officers and superintendents 
were re-elected. The soloists, Mrs. 
Frank Yarnall, Miss Nellie Harner, 
the pastor Rev. Behrens, and the 
organ accompanist Miss Rebecca 
Moore, furnished excellent music 
during the day.- The semi-annual 
convention will be held next May 
with the Worcester Union.
Doctors Expelled From Society.
Four prominent physicians in 
Montgomery county who have been 
acting as medical advisers and at­
tendants to numerous beneficial or­
ganizations throughout the county, 
whose members are entitled to free 
treatment by the doctor for a stated 
yearly sum, paid by the organiza­
tion, were suspended from member­
ship in the Montgomery County 
Medical Association at a meeting 
Thursday evening. The suspended 
physicians had been previously 
notified that they must either give 
up this practice or the society. The 
action of the local association was 
the result of demands made by the 
State and the United States Medical 
Associations. The attitude of these 
doctors, so engaged by organiza­
tions, is declared by the medical 
society to be not only a breach of 
ethics of the profession, but is also 
in direct opposition to the associ­
ation rules.
David Carroll died Sunday night 
at the residence of bis son in-law 
Joseph Hetrick, Spring City,' aged 
86years. Funeral this Thursday 
at 9.30 a. m. Services in Lower 
Providence Presbyterian church at 
lp .m .; undertaker J. L. Bechtel in 
charge.
Mr. Titus Buys Hotel in 
Norristown.
Wm. F. A. Titus, landlord of the 
Perkiomen Bridge hotel, has pur­
chased of Eugene Shelley the Cen­
tral Hotel corner of Main and 
Green streets, Norristown, for $38,- 
500. Mr. Titus expects to take 
possession of the Norristown hotel 
on or before the first of April next. 
In the meantime he will continue to 
well cater to the traveling public at 
Perkiomen Bridge. Since Mr. 
Titus took possession of the Bridge 
hotel over two years ago he has 
made an excellent record for him­
self as a very capable, courteous, 
and law-abiding landlord. There­
fore many of our citizens will re­
gret that he has decided to re­
linquish his interest in the Bridge 
hotel, now owned by Charles 
W. Bender, of Washington, D. C.
Unveiling of the Bergey Memorial.
The memorial stone which has 
been erected over the grave of John 
Ulrich Bergey, the progenitor of 
the Bergey family in America, who 
is buried in Lower Salford ceme­
tery, will be unveiled Friday, Sep­
tember 27, at 2 p. m. There will be 
a short religious service at the 
grave. The principal exercises will 
take place in the hall at Harleys- 
ville, when addresses will be made 
by Dr. Martin G. Brumbaugh of 
Philadelphia and Cougressman 
Wanger. Coaches will leave Lans- 
dale railroad station promptly at 12 
o’clock, noon, taking passengers to 
the burying ground, to Harleysville 
and return to Lansdale. Those 
wishing to go will please drop a 
note to H. Frank Derr, Lansdale. 
Members of the family are urged to 
spread this bit of information re­
garding the unveiling.
PERSONAL.
Mr. and'Mrs. Frank Preston and 
daughters, of Philadelphia, have 
been the guests of Mrs., Mary Tl 
Preston the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. George Berron, of 
Philadelphia were the guests of 
Burgess and Mrs. F. J. Clamer 
over Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Ingram and 
son and daughter, of Cedarville, 
Chester county, and Mr. and Mrs. 
Wm. Renshaw, of Phoenix ville were 
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. H. 
Ingram, Saturday and Sunday.
Horace M. Fetterolf, son of A. D. 
Fetterolf, of this borough, has ac­
cepted a position with1 the Patter- 
son-Sargent Company, extensive 
manufacturers of paint of New 
York C*ty and Butler, Pa. His 
friends about town heartily wish 
him success.
Small Boy Carried Through 
Sew er and Drowned.
During the storm Monday after­
noon Joseph Debro, the four-year- 
old son of Mr. and Mrs. John 
Debro, of Port Kendedy, was car­
ried through a sewer by a rush of 
water and drowned. The body was 
washed into the river and has not 
yet been recovered. While the 
rain was falling the boy was amus­
ing himself throwing pieces of wood 
into a sewer that extends from the 
store of John Baumer to the river. 
Young Debro was standing on a 
pile of lumber which was under­
mined by the rushing water. He 
lost his balance and fell into the 
stream. Mr. Baumer saw the acci­
dent and rushed to the.boy’s assist­
ance. As the boy was being whirled 
past him, Mr. Baumer made a grab, 
but did not succeed in catching the 
boy’s clothing. He lost his footing 
and had a narrow escape from being 
carried through the sewer. Sev­
eral men rushed to the river bank 
in hopes of rescuing the boy, but 
the body had disappeared.
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that Con­
tain Mercury.
As mercury will surely destroy the sense 
Of smell and completely derange the whole 
system when entering it through the mucous 
surfaces, such articles should never be used 
except on prescriptions from reputable phys­
icians, as the damage they will do is ten­
fold to the good you can possibly derive from 
them. Hall’s Catarrh Cure, manufactured 
by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ob o, 
contains no mercury, and is taken internally, 
acting directly upon the blond and mucous 
surfaces of the system. In buying Hall s 
Catarrh Cure be sure you get the genuine. 
It is taken internally, and made in Toledo, 
Ohio, by F. J . Cheney & Co. Testimonials 
free.
Sold by druggists, price 75c. per bottle.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for c o n s t i p a t i o n .
LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS, PUBLIC SALES, ETC 3
A W EEK’S HEWS CONDENSED
Thursday, September 19. 
Secretary of State Elihu Root 'will 
start on bis trip to Mexico on Septem­
ber 26.
The Pennsylvania Council of the 
Order of Independent Americans will 
meet next year at Ford City.
Martin W. Malone, a post-office in­
spector, died at his home in Harris­
burg Of a complications of diseases.
Tobacco harvesting in Connecticut 
has begun, and the crop is so good in 
quality that raisers are predicting 
from 18 to 22 cents a pound for the 
leaf.
Friday, September 20.
Three young daughters of Samuel 
Cook were drowned by a cloudburst 
at Durango, Col.
According to the accounts of the 
census enumerators, the state of Okla­
homa has a population of 1,414,042.
Frederick Z. Hooker, the first Ameri­
can Roman Catholic bishop of Jara. 
Philippine Islands, died from paralysis 
of the brain.
While replacing a belt on a wheel 
at the Riverside (N. J.) Metal works 
Joseph Krause was caught in the belt 
and whirled to death.
William Trentworth, a well-known 
Philadelphia newspaper man, was 
found dead in a hotel at Atlantia City, 
N. J., with the gas turned on.
Saturday, September 21.
Mrs. Margaret Kuraski is under ar­
rest at Philadelphia, charged with poi­
soning her husband.
Major J. Barry Mahol, of Baltimore 
was elected president of the League ot 
American Municipalities.
Bucknell University, a t Lewisburg. 
Pa., opened with the largest enroll­
ment of new 'students in its history.
Over 800 workmen were arrested at 
Lodz, Poland, for the murder of Mar­
cus Sllberstein, a wealthy mill owner.
The general store of E. J. Edward 
& Co., at Drifton, near Hazleton, Pa., 
was destroyed by fire, entailing a loss 
of $25,000.
Monday, September 23.
M. M. Zimmerman, of Lancaster, 
county, Pa., in drilling a well, struck 
a vein of coal a t a depth of 40 feet.
Forty carloads of potatoes are ship­
ped out of Lancaster county, Pa., every 
week, and , dealers are paying 50 cents 
a bushel for all they can buy.
There was such strong disapproval 
of his references to the race question 
that Senator Tillman finished in the 
street a lecture whieh he began in a 
hall a t Sacramento, Cal.
While an automobile party en soute 
from Sayhrook, 111., to Omaha, stopped 
at Peoria for repairs, George Youle. 
of Sayhrook, aged 75, disappeared and 
nothing has been seen of him since.
Canned baked beans, which E. N. 
Gobrecht, his wife and two children 
ate for supper a t Altoona, Pa., poison­
ed them,'and it was some hours before 
the doctor was able to get them out 
of danger.
Tuesday, September 24.
The boiler of a locomotive on the 
Pennsylvania railroad exploded at Orr- 
vine, O., and three trainmen were 
killed. ■ ■
James Lyons,' 3 years old, secured 
a bottle o f whisky in his home in Phil­
adelphia, and died several hours after 
drinking it.
William H. Bayley, a close friend ol 
the late President McKinley and a 
clerk in the United States pension bu­
reau, died in Washington.
Rev. J. Patton Moore, a retired 
Methodist clergyman and former chap- 
lain of the Pennsylvania house of rep­
resentatives, died at Harrisburg after 
a long illness.
Wednesday, September 25.
John W. Fant, a wealthy cotton 
goods manufacturer, was found dead 
in bed at his home a  Union, S. C.
Brigadier General C. Parish com­
mitted suicide in a lodging house at 
Cleveland, O., by taking morphine.
Mrs. H. W. Haynes, of Washington, 
dropped dead from heart disease on 
the boardwalk a t Atlantic City, N. J.
Robert and Francis Smith were ar­
rested by revenue officers in Philadel­
phia for illegally manufacturing oleo­
margarine and lined $2200.
.Despite the “unwritten law,” A. C. 
Campbell, a wealthy merchant, was 
convicted in Chicago of manslaughter 
for killing Dr. Benjaman Harris, and 
sentenced to one year in prison.
Birthday of Noted Antiquarian.
Abrabam Harley Cassel, the, noted 
antiquarian, was 87 years old Satur­
day. There was no special observ­
ance of the occasion at his home 
near Harleysville, as he is in failing 
health and is unable to maintain an 
interest in public affairs as he did 
up to a year ago. Mr. Cassel is 
blind and deaf, and requires the 
constant attention of a nurse. Most 
of the time he sits patiently in his 
arm chair in the old farmhouse 
where a half century ago be gath­
ered the greatest library dealing 
with German - American subjects 
that was ever collected by one man,
Ironbridge Echoes.
The S. L. L. S. will hold its bi­
weekly meeting this Thursday eve­
ning. All are invited and all are 
welcome.
The pipes which run in front of 
H. T. Hunsicker’s house caved in 
during the heavy rain, Monday 
afternoon, and washed the road 
from there to the Perkiomen, caus­
ing large stones to project.
Of the visitors over Sunday were: 
Messrs. S. H. Hunsicker, Charles 
Undercoffler, W. B. Asbebfelter, J. 
Rhoades, M. Robison, all of Phila­
delphia; Mr. and Mrs. Charles 
Barndt, of Collegeville; Joseph Det- 
wiler and family, of Yerkes; Daniel 
Keplinger and family, of College­
ville; John Rahn, of Phoenixville.
Items From Trappe.
Mr. Myers, father of Mrs. E. 
Beckman of this borough, died Sat­
urday at his home in Dublin, Bucks 
county.
A trolley party numbering about 
twenty persons, from Norristown, 
visited Mr. and Mrs. John Asben- 
felter, Sr., near this borough, Sat­
urday evening. The social event 
was a very enjoyable one.
Mr. and Mrs. Theo. Hallman, of 
Downingtown, and Mr. and Mrs. 
Martin, of Honeybrook, were the 
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stear- 
ly, Sunday.
Mrs. Susan Trumbauer, of 
Quakertown, was the guest of Miss 
Alamanda Plank, Sunday.
The Sunbeam Mission Band of the 
U. E. church will meet in the base­
ment of the church next Saturday 
at 2.80 p. m.
The Trustees of the U. E. church 
will meet at the residence of F. B. 
Rusbong on Monday evening, Sep­
tember 30, at 7.30.
Mrs. Elizabeth Keeler and Mr. 
and Mrs. Horace • Frederick and 
family, of.PerkasIte, visited Mr. and 
Mrs. M. H. Keeler, Sunday.
The announcement was made last 
week that Mr. Wm. H. Lightkep, of 
Norristown, and Miss Mary E. 
Sehrack, of this borough, were 
married in Camden, N. J., on Sep­
tember 18, 1906. Their many
friends wish them joy and pros­
perity.
A happy reunion of the Umstead 
family was held at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. J. Calvin Umstead, Satur­
day afternoon and evening. About 
ninety persons participated in the 
event. A sumptuous repast was 
served in the evening which was 
followed by a musical entertain­
ment. The solo by Mr. Moore was 
one of the especially attractive feat­
ures of the entertainment. The 
spacious lawn was illuminated with
PRODUCE QUOTATIONS
The Latest Closing Prices In 1 
Principal Markets.
PHILADELPHIA — FLOUR qui 
winter extras, new, $3.40@3.60; Pei 
sylavanla roller, clear, $4.15@4.25; c 
mills, fancy, $5.70@5.90. RYE FLOl 
firm, at $4.65 per barrel. WHE, 
firm; No. 2 Pennsylvania, red, $1 
CORN quiet; No. 2 whi 
clipped, 58c.; lower grades, 56%c. h , 
steady; timothy, large bales, $18. 
PORK firm; family, per barrel, $20. 
BEEF steady; beef hams, per bari 
$260127. POULTR •; Live steac 
kens, 16@16%c.; old roosters, 1 
Dressed firm; choice fowls, 14c.; < 
roosters, 9Vac. BUTTER steady; < 
tra creamery, 31c. EGGS firm; sele 
27®29c.; nearby, 25c.; solithe 
20®22c. POTATOES firm; per hue 
68@60c.; North Carolina sweet po 
toes, per barrel, $1.60@2.50.
BALTIMORE — WHEAT weak a 
lower; >io. 2 spot, $1.04% @1.04 
steamer No. 2 spot, $1® 1.0014; sou 
era, $1@1.04. CORN lower; mil 
spot, 69@69%c.; steamer mixed, 6! 
65%c. OATS firm: white, No. 2, 5' 
@68c.; No. 3, 54@55c.; No. 4, 50ti 
61c.; mixed, No. 2, 53@54c.; No. 
62@52%c.; No. 4, 51@51%c. BUTT] 
jrm ; creamery separator extras, 2! 
29%c.; held, 23@24c.; prints, 29@30 
Maryland and Pennsylvania da 
prints, 18@19c. EGGS firm; far 
Maryland and Pennsylvania, 24 
Virginia, 24c.; West Virginia, 23 
southern, 21@22c.
Chinese lanterns.
In St. Luke’s Reformed church 
the pastor has been conducting a 
series of dispensational Bible stud­
ies, on Wednesday evenings, the 
object of which is to cover the whole 
Bible in two years. Much interest 
has been manifested in these stud­
ies, and the Book of I. Chronicles 
has now been, reached. The quar­
terly meeting of the Consistory was 
held on Monday afternoon o f. this 
week. The fall communion will be 
held on next Sunday morning. 
Preparatory.services on Saturday 
afternoon at 2 o’clock. The plan for 
paying the' Classical apportion­
ments, employed in this church, 
presupposes specially liberal offer­
ings on communion days. The 
quarterly missionary meeting, 
under the direction of the W. M. S., 
will be held on next Sunday even­
ing. The address of the evening 
will be delivered by the Rev. Dr. 
F. C. Yost, of Collegeville. The 
Wismer Male Quartette will sing
several selections.
Live Stock Markets.
(Union Stock Yarc 
PBEKP alow; prime wethers, $5 
Si”” ¡cu lls  and common, $2@3; la 
♦6@7.60; veal calves, $8@8.Z5. H 
active; prime heavies, $650@6.60; 
alums and Yorkers; $7; pigs, $6 
»«»ShB,. $5@6.70. CATTLE s 
choice, $6.35@6.50; prime, $6@6.30
George F. Miller, of Paxinos, Pa., 
was stricken with typhoid fever; 
six of his children contracted the 
disease and most of them are in a 
critical condition.
Evansburg and Vicinity.
Mrs. Wamsber, of Reading, is 
spending a few weeks with her sis­
ters, Misses Katharine aDd Lydia 
Thomas.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Heyser and 
sons, of Norristown, spent Sunday 
with Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Heyser.
Mrs. D. M. Casselberry is on the 
sick list.
Mrs. Lydia Gurtler and daughter 
Mary have returned home after 
spending a few weeks with Mr. and 
Mrs. Theodore Hallman of Down-' 
ingtown.
Mrs. Bean and daughter Laura, 
of Pottstown, spent Sunday with 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Miller.
\  Mr. Arthur Casselberry, of Johns­
town, Pa., and Miss Elizabeth Selah 
of Norristown, were the guests of 
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Casselberry, 
on Sunday.
Dr. S. B. Horning has sold his 
property in this village to a Norris-- 
town party on private terms.
Jottings From Limerick.
. During the flood, Monday after­
noon, many culverts were twisted 
out of position and considerable 
damage was done to the roads.
Frank Stauffer is having his eyes 
treated by a Philadelphia specialist. 
Mr. Stauffer has suffered much in­
convenience on account of failing 
sight for some time past.
Miss Caroline Bechtel, of Norris­
town, was the guest of Mr. and 
Mrs. Frank Stauffer, Sunday.
Lorenzo Himes has been afflicted 
with a very sore hand, due to a 
scratch, the past week.
Miss Cora Oxettford, of Sassa-. 
mansville, was the guest of Miss 
Hannah Schlicter, Sunday.
Mrs. W. H. Knipe returned Sat­
urday from a visit to South Bethle­
hem and Easton.
Mrs. Kate Derr, of Royersford, is 
visiting relatives and friends in 
this vicinity.
Miss Elsie -Keck, of Pottstown, 
spent several days last week with 
her sister Miss Emma Keck.
A family reunion was held at the 
home of Mr. and Mr. James Stauffer, 
Sunday. Those present were 
Milton Stauffer and daughter Verna 
and sons Harry and George, of Top- 
ton, Pa.; Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson Dot- 
terer and sons Ralph and Scott and 
daughter Mary, and Miss Bertha 
Dotterer and friend of Bechtels- 
ville; Mr. and Mrs. James D. 
Stauffer, of Boyertown; Mr. and 
Mrs. D. B. Godshall, of Kulpsville, 
Mrs. Sara Stauffer and Alice Kulp, 
of Philadelphia, Mr. and Mrs. F. 
Jackson and son and daughter, of 
Norristown and Miss Iona Benner, 
of Kulpsville.
FROM OAKS.
Mr. and Mrs. George Richardson, 
Miss Leila Price and Miss Kathryn 
Detwiler enjoyed a trip up the Hud­
son river as far as Albany, return­
ing Saturday. They visited Grant’s 
tomb, Brooklyn bridge,- and other 
places of note.
An attempt was made to enter the 
residence of Mr. John Dettra, but 
the burglar was frightened off. The 
burglar gathered the chairs off the 
porch to serve as a platform to get 
to the bay window in his effort to 
force the window open to gain an 
entrance. He left behind a bit of 
water pipe to be used no doubt if 
detected, or in other words to knock 
out and kill any one who attempted 
his arrest. The Dettra residence 
appears to be the centre of attraction 
for burglars/ Some one will get 
shot next in their attempt to burg­
larize this residence.
Will Wagner was around on the 
butcher route, even though in a 
runaway.. The wagon was slightly 
damaged, and Mr. Wagner was in­
jured so he could not get around as 
lively as he used to.
John U. Francis attended the 
dedicatory services of the marker at 
Fountain Inn, at the junction of 
Bridge street and Nutt’s road, 
Phoenixville, Saturday, and listened 
to Governor Pennypacker’s speech, 
which he pronounced to be a grand 
historical one.
It was a rainy week for the Allen­
town Fair, but despite the weather 
conditions there was a goodly repre­
sentation from Oaks and Perkiomen. 
Well, it was hardly fair the weather 
man could not dish up a little more 
favarable weather for the Allen­
town Fair.
The fact that summer has passed 
with the sun across, the line, bring­
ing the season of autumn, did not 
affect the temperature Saturday, as 
the sun’s rays were at white heat. 
There were indications of a shower, 
and it did rain, but not here, as the 
temperature was turned down by a 
shower that passed off to the north 
of us. These storm streaks, or 
freaks, are peculiar, as it poured 
down rain at Port Lennedy, and a 
half mile south of the village there
was but a small shower. Did not 
rain sufficient to raise the tide in 
mud puddle lake on Brower avenue.
The Rev. J. T. Meyers preached 
Sabbath morning in the Green Tree 
church, giving his history of travels 
to the Pacific coaht, describing the 
wonderful works of God, the grand 
scenery. To the observer who can 
stand in awe and fear not, for is 
not this God’s own land ?
The 88th Penna. Regiment, P. V. 
V., will hold a reunion October 5, in 
Fairmount, near the Queen’s Lane 
Pumping House, mouth of theWissa- 
hickon, known in 1891 as Camp 
Stokeley. A bronze tablet will be 
dedicated to mark the place the 
regiment was first organized and 
taught the first rudiments of the 
soldier.
They say if the frost holds off for 
a time the corn crop will be a.good 
one. Well, we are anxious, for we 
can defer the great relish of a 
pumpkin pie made from the Harmon 
pumpkins raised by Mr. John Mc­
Bride, for a little frost will not hurt 
the pumpkin; but the big frost of 
November, what can we say of it? 
Tell you better after election, for 
who knows but what there will be 
Sheatz and sheets of frost which 
will destroy all the pumpkins, not 
excepting the Harmon variety, in 
November.
The flag factory is still making 
flags to beat the band, and though 
the days are getting shorter, busi­
ness is kept going at the usual pace.
We old uns are making an effort 
to keep the G. A. R, alive, though it 
i§ an order that when the last 
soldier of the civil war dies the or­
der, dies with him, and it is an order 
that never increases, but decreases, 
and as the old boys are droppiug 
out along the line, then some day 
the G. A. R. will be no more. There 
are those who enlisted near the 
close of the war. They are quite 
young in proportion to the boys 
who enlisted in ’61. There are 
those who served a short term, when 
men were in demand and a young 
fellow could pass himself off as of 
the required age. There are soldiers 
who do not belong to the G. A. R. 
who should be brought into the 
fold.
The other evening while sitting 
on the porch enjoying a pleasant 
chat with our neighbor and an 
elderly maiden with but a division 
petition between us, we were 
aroused by loud screaming up the 
avenue. We jumped from the chair 
and out in the road, regardless of 
the wounded leg Uncle Sam is 
paying a monthly stipend for, and 
came up with two young ladies, not 
so terribly frightened to let go such 
unearthly screams to jar a fellow’s 
nerves, either. Some one came out 
of the bushes on to the path and 
made an attempt to assault them. 
Well, the old man made an investi­
gation. Stories of hold-ups, men 
shadowing women on their way 
home, were revived, and now these 
¿tories. were to be verified. The 
blame was laid on the Italians, and 
there was a colored gentleman from 
nowhere in particular and every­
where in general that Brower ave­
nue was beginning to gain notoriety 
for bold-ups on avenue, for pinchers, 
buggers, kissers, and perhaps your 
money, or your life, and assaults on 
the ladies. The neighbors were 
aroused with the screaming, and as 
one lady declared if any attempt 
was made to attack, she’d scream, 
and she did truly. Now the story 
came out that it was Dot Italians, 
but a class of young fellows who 
loaf about the store, and seeing the 
young ladies there proposed to give 
them a good scare on their way 
home. What fun. But the job was 
a failure. And now a satisfactory 
explanation, whether it was intend­
ed for more than a scare or a war­
rant will be forthcoming for their 
arrest, as it is a question what their 
intentions were. It was a small 
piece of business at the best and 
don’t  want to be repeated.
In one of the wind storms we had 
last week a limb of a large button- 
wood tree, that stands near the 
house of Milton I. Davis and over- 
bangs the building, was blown off, 
falling on the roof of the house. The 
shingles were broken in, but not a 
rafter was broken. It was a lucky 
escape from a more serious damage. 
It is a job to remove the limb, as it 
has to be cut in pieces to handle. 
George Hallman, contractor and 
builder, has charge of the rebuild­
ing of the damage done by the fall­
ing limb, and has everything in 
good shape agai n.
It would be well to remember that 
this Sunday is the last Sunday in 
the month and there will be services 
in St. Paul’s Memorial church in 
the evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Baker, and two 
sons, of Philadelphia, visited Mr; 
and Mrs. Tyson Williams, Sunday. 
Mrs. Baker was Miss Henrietta 
Henry.
Clarence Miller, of Norristown, 
visited friends in Oaks, Sunday.
The Word "Ale."
What could be more English than 
the word ale? I t carries us back to the 
banquets of our dead ancestors In Wal- 
halla, and some of its compounds open 
up vistas into that old England which 
Is fast disappearing, becoming a tale 
that Is told, obsolete Itself. Such are 
alebush, a tavern sign; ale Conner, “an 
officer appointed in every court leet 
and sworn to look to the assize and 
goodness of bread, ale and beer." Ale- 
cost, the name of a kind of tansy nsed 
to flavor the rustic’s home brewed, has 
q_j>pod old English look. Yet It bears
Witness to tne mongrel nature or tne 
speech of this mongrel nation, cost be­
ing from the Greek kostos, a savory 
herb of species unidentified. Alegar la 
eager or sour ale, used as vinegar.— 
Cornhill Magazine.
Wellington and Waterloo.
Heine, In speaking of Wellington’s 
good luck at Waterloo, says: “This 
man has the bad fortune to meet with 
good fortune when the greatest man of 
the world is unfortunate. We see In 
him the victory of stupidity over genlns 
—Arthur Wellington triumphant when 
Napoleon Bonaparte was overwhelmed. 
Wellington and Napoleon! I t Is a worn 
derful phenomenon that the human 




Will be sold a t public sale on SATUR­
DAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1907, a t the resi­
dence of the undersigned in the west end 
of the borough of Collegeville, the follow­
ing household goods: Bedstead, single bed 
and springs, cheffonier, writing desk, six 
chairs and rockers, bureau, washstand, 
looking glass, window, curtains and 
screens, alarm clock, old fashioned clock, 
3 stands, lot of carpet, pictures and 
frames, old fashioned trunks, a lot of car­
penter tools, spring wagon seat, post 
rammer, lanterns, 5-gallon oil can. Sale 
a t 1 o’clock p. m. Conditions by
MRS. JAMES H. LEVAN. 
L. H. Ingram, auct. , G. W. Yost, clerk.
jgXECBTOR’S SALE OF
REAL ESTATE
AND PERSONAL PROPERTY !
Will be sold at public sale on WEDNES­
DAY, OCTOBER 23, 1907, on the premises 
of Elizabeth Kelter, deceased, by the un­
dersigned executor of said decedent’s es­
tate : All that messuage and tract of land 
situate in the borough of Trappe, bounded 
by a public road leading from Main street 
to another public road, and by lands of 
Isaac Longstreth, John M. Vandersliee, 
the estate of Jonathan Nyce, deceased, 
and fronting to tl^e distance of about 320 
feet on Main street, formerly the Perki­
omen and Reading Turnpike road, con­
taining eight acres and twenty-five square 
perches, more or less. The improvements 
JbmS> consist of a two-and-a-half story 
stone dwelling house, containing 
■■■■nLcellar, cellar kitchen, 4 rooms and 
ll l l t lfM via,ll on first floor, 4 rooms and 
ball on second floor, 2 rooms on third 
floor, and double porch attached in the 
rear. There are on the premises thriving 
and productive fruit trees and good water. 
Persons desiring to view this property 
will call on the tenant.
PERSONAL PROPERTY: Iron rake, 
shovels, spade, post spade and stamper, 
grindstone, ladder, wheelbarrow, forks, 
scythes, grain cradle, cutting box, ham­
mers, and a small quantity of hay. House­
hold goods: Cook stove, wood stove, 
small office stove,, lot of stove pipe, wood 
chest, clothes chest, tables, cupboards, 
clocks, lamps, scales, settee and cushion, 
bench table, chairs, rockers, tubs, . wash­
board, clothes wringer, cabbage cutter, 
grater, pans, lard can, carpet, bedding, 
table cloths, mirrors, sad irons, crockery- 
ware, stoneware, knives and forks, &c.
Sale will begin at 1 o’clock, sharp. Con­
ditions by HENRY W. KRATZ,
Executor.
L. H. Ingram, auct. A. D.Fetterolf, clerk.
For r ent .A farm of 160 acres of fertile land. 
All improvements in good order. Run­
ning water; first-class cave with cold 
spring water. Extra fine farm for dairy 
purposes. Apply to or address
WM G. MOYER, Zionsville, Pa. 
Near Zionsville Station, Perkiomen R. R.
Q R »W  BIG CROPS OF WHEAT
Sow Fine Hard Beardless Winter Chief
the best and surest yielder, with longest 
and stiffest straw, of any wheat that 
grows in this section. Seed, ’ $1.50 per 
bushel; 8 bushels, $10.
B. F. EVES,
9-19. Fircroft, Collegeville, Pa.
jgEED WHEAT FOR SALE.
150 BUSHELS HARVEST KING.
150 BUSHELS FULTZ MEDITER­
RANEAN.
These varieties are not novelties un­
tried, but have proven by careful tests to 
be the most productive in this vicinity. 
This year on good ground, well cultivated, 
they yielded 40 bushels and over per acre. 
At the Kentucky Experimental Station 
Fultz’s Mediterranean has a record of 48 
bushels per acee. Harvest King wheat 
has been giving good results everywhere. 
At Penna. Experiment Station last year 
Harvest King lead all other varieties in 
yield. Price $1.10 per bushel. Apply to 
D. M. CASSELBERRY, 
Lower Providence P. O., Pa.
No t i c e .The shareholders of the Collegeville National Bank of Collegeville, Penna., 
are hereby notified that a meeting will be 
held in the Bank Building on THURS­
DAY, OCTOBER 17, 1907, between the 
hours of 10 a. m. and 12 m., for the pur­
pose of voting on a proposed increase of 
capital stock of said bank from $25,000 to 
$50,000.
W. D. RENNINGER, Cashier.
E s t a t e  n o t i c e .Estate of Elizabeth Kelter, deceased. Letter! testamentary On the estate of 
Elizabeth Kelter, late of the borough of 
Trappe, Montgomery couuty, Pa., de­
ceased, having beeh granted to the under­
signed. all persons indebted to said estate 
are requested to make immediate payment, 
and those having legal claims to present 
the same without delav to
HENRY W. KRATZ, Executor, 
9-19. Norristown, Pa.
THE ELEVENTH ANNUAL




Via. Philadelphia & Reading R. R., under 
the auspices of the TOPTON LUTHERAN 
ORPHANS’ HOME. Fare for round trip’, 
$1.75; children, half price. Lunch cars at­
tached to each section. The Perkiomen 
will turn out with its usual quota in­
creased in numbers. Perkiomen Junction 
will be reached with 12 cars^to start up 
the main line, Historical oration on the 
world’s greatest battle on Little Round 
Top at 3.30 p. m.
WALT B. BIEBER, Chairman.
PUBLIC SALE OF
FRESH COWS !
Will be sold at public sale on TUES­
DAY, OCTOBER 1, 1907, at Beckman’s 
hotel, Trappe, 22 fresh cows, with calves, 
and springers. This lot of choice cows 
consists of Durhams, Black Polangus, and 
Holsteins, some of them weighing from 
1200 to 1500 lbs. All are good milkers and 
butter testers. They will be sold for the 
high dollar, rain or shine, so don’t  miss 
this opportunity, farmers and dairymen. 
Sale at 1.30 p. m. Conditions by
M. L LUDWICK. 
W. Pierson, auct. A. T. Allebach, clerk.
PUBLIC SALE OF
FRESH COWS !
Will be sold at public sale on THURS­
DAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1907, at Perki­
omen Bridge hotel, 28 fresh cows direct 
from Centre county. Gentlemen, I will 
show you a lot of much better cows than 
the last ones. They are young, well bred, 
straight, good weights, big milk and but­
ter producers, and the best load I have 
shipped for a long time. Come and in­
spect them and you will want to buy 
them. They will be yours for your highest 
bids, rain or shine. Also a fine young 
roan Durham hull. Sale a t 2 o’clock. 
Conditions by
J. W. MITTERLING.
L. H. Ingram, auct. J. W. S. Gross, clerk.
jgIG  PUBLIC SALE OF
EIGHTY CATTLE !
25 FRESH COWS. STEERS, HEIFERS 
AND BULLS !
Will be sold at public sale on THURS- 
DAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1907, at Beck­
man’s hotel, Trappe, eighty cattle, con­
sisting of 25 fresh cows and springers, and 
steers, heifers and buljs. The fresh cows 
are the kind we always bring—large in 
size, and big milk and butter testers. The 
lot includes red and roan Durhams with 
fine calves. The steers and heifers will 
•Weigh 700 lbs. and over. All old and new 
customers specially invited to attend sale 
and put in their bids, as all stock will be 
sold for the high dollar, rain or shine. 
Sale at 1 o’clock, sharp. Conditions by 
LIGHT, LUDY & BENNER. 
W. Pierson, auct. A. P. Fritz, clerk.
P. S.—Fine Yorkshire seed hog, sow 




Will be sold at public sale, on the prem­
ises formerly owned by the Rev. J. H. 
Hendricks, dec’d, Collegeville, Pa., on 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1907, by the 
undersigned administrator, the personal 
property of the decedent, as follows: Two 
bedroom suits, 2 large wardrobes, ingraiu 
carpet, Brussels carpet, sfair carpet and 
rods, ball carpet, one carpet lounge, large 
couch, bookcase, desk, sewing machine, 
plush parlor suit (6 pieces), organ, music 
stand, piano stools, ladies’ combination 
desk and bookcase, library table, Morris 
chair, large dining-room extension table, 
and chairs; 2 small marbletop tables, 
sideboard, clocks, sitting-room stove and 
heater combined, parlor stove, Rosebud 
stove, 3-burner oil stove, oil heater, wood 
stove, refrigerator, lot of crockeryware, 
chandelier, lamps, mirrors, pictures, win­
dow and door screens, window shades, 
chairs; two-seated phaeton, in good con­
dition; wolf robe, and other articles not 
mentioned. Sale at 1 o’clock p. m. Cqn- 
ditions by
A. H. HENDRICKS, Administrator. 
L. H. Ingram, auctioneer.
PUBLIC SALE OF APPLE!«.The undersigned will sell on SATUR­
DAY, SEPTEMBER 28, at 2 p.m., on the 
Prizer farm, Collegeville, 25 trees of choice 
winter apples. Those in need of apples 
should attend this sale. F. C. PRIZER.
A p p l e s  sold  on con- m ission .
Fancy hand-picked apples sold on com­
mission. Ship in barrels to Front and 
Willow Streets Station, Philadelphia. 
DAVID L. TRUCKSESS,
Commission Merchant, 
124 Spruce Street, Phila. 
Reference: Sixth National Bank, Phila­
delphia. 9-26-3t.
FOR KENT AND FOR SALE.Nearly new brick house, 8 , 
rooms, on Fifth avenue, College-' 
ville. Also for sale or rent, my1 
late residence, all modern cbnven-JJ 
iences, and with large frontage on Main 
street, Collegeville. Ample improvements 
and in good repair. Apply to
E. A. KRUSEN, M. D.,
409 Cherry Street,
9-19. Norristown, Pa-
F o r  s a l e .8 acre farm, $1000; 55 acres along 
pike and tròlley, $5000; 20 acres, $2100; 2- 
acres, first-class residence, easy terms,. 
$3000: 9 acres, $1500; 40 acres, $4500; 91 
acres, 2 houses, large barn, $3200; 80 acres, 
$5600; 54 acres, $3500; 28 acres, elegant 14- 
room mansion, bath, hot and cold water,, 
heat, fine situation, $7500.
THOS. B. WILSON,
8-15. Eagieville. Pa.
W HEN YOU WANT TO BUY OK SELL REAL ESTATE 
it is an easy matter to inquire of us and! 
we will certainly be pleased to give your 
inquiry immediate attention. If we don’t 
succeed in doing business with you the 
loss is ours, not yours.
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON,'
39 E. Main Street,
Norristown, Pa.
P IGS FOR SALE,Pigs, all sizes, for sale. Apply to 
WM. WENTZ, 
Lower Providence, Pa. 
Near Level School House. 9-5-2t
For  sale .The cheapest farm in 'Trappe. Ap­ply at THIS OFFICE.
F or sale .A litter of English bull pups. Apply 
to J. H. CLEMMER,
Opp. Power House. Collegeville, Pa.
STONE FOR SALE.Good building stone. Apply to
JOHN SHAFFER, Yerkes, Pa-
For  rent .A brick house, with modern improve­
ments, in Collegeville. Apply to 
8-29. G. W. ZIMMERMAN.
WANTED.Blacksmith wanted; steady em­ployment. Address
BUCKWALTER STOVE CO.,
9-5-2t. Royersford, Pa.
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I By Philip Kean.
Copyrighted. 1907. by Homer Sprague.
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“Jenks,” said Miss Deakins, “don’i 
go across the hall again.”
Jenks flopped down on the door mat 
and sighed, canine fashion.
“You understand?” said Miss Dea­
kins. Jenks wagged a disconsolate tail 
and closed his eyes.
“Very well,” and Miss Deakins went 
'In and shut the door, withdrawing 
(from Jenks the vision of her trim fig- 
lure, enveloped in a blue linen apron,
| down the front of which traveled 
{splotches of paint.
j Jenks, outside on the mat, heard a 
[faint whistle and lifted one ear. Then 
|he whined softly,
! A door opened across the hall.
■ “Cut it and run, Jenksle,” said a 
masculine voice.
1 Jenks yawned eagerly, but did not 
{move.
“Come on,” wheedled the man on the 
other door mat.
Jenks stood up and wagged his tail. 
iThere was a “get thee behind me, Sa- 
jtan,” protest in his attitude, coupled 
[with yielding.
And just then Miss Deakins opened 
her door.
, “Were you calling my dog?” she de­
manded.
“Yes. You don’t  mind, do you?” The 
»man came toward her as he said it. 
tHe wore a shabby velveteen coat, and 
'the paint stains matched those on Miss 
tDeakins’ apron.
“I do mind,” Miss Deakins assured 
him. “Jenks has been taught to lie on 
his mat until 12 o'clock. Then he has 
his lunch with me.”
“Such beautiful regularity,” murmur-, 
ed the man in the velveteen coat.
Miss Deakins flushed.
“I don’t  see why he wants always to 
go to your room.”
“Of course you don’t  see,” he agreed, 
“but—but Jenks is rather fond of me”—
“You give him ham bones,” she ae 
cused him.
|  “I do. There are some people and 
some dogs to whom you have to give 
things in order to make them love you. 
Perhaps Jenks is not that kind of dog. 
Perhaps he may have a soul above
“ THEBE'S A FIBE ESCAPE FROM MY WIN­
DOW.”
ham bones. Perhaps without ham 
bones Jenks might love me. Psycho­
logically it’s Interesting, but I don’t 
want to put it to the te s t I value 
Jenks’ affection too highly to seek the 
cause.”
“I’m too busy,” she reminded him, 
“to talk in the abstract. And I’d rath­
er you didn’t  call Jenks.”
“Very well,” he said formally and 
went back to his room and shut the 
door.
Miss Deakins stood Irresolutely on 
her door mat, with Jenks by her side, 
and looked at the closed door. There 
was red - in her cheeks and there was 
a tremble in her voice as she said to 
the dog: “Come on, Jenks. I’m sorry 
you can’t  be trusted, but you can’t ”
And as they entered the shabby little 
room, lighted into whiteness and glare 
by a great skylight Bhe went on, “I 
[don’t  believe I can trust anybody, not 
even a dog, Jenksie.” 
i She painted all the afternoon, and as 
the twilight came on- she sat and 
looked out over the roofs, and Jenks 
sat beside her with his cold nose in 
her hand, and when a big star shone 
over the top of the highest building 
she said, “I’m like the Miller of Dee, 
T care for nobody, no, not I, and no­
body cares for me.’ ”
Just then there came a knock a t the 
door. When she opened it no one was 
there, but on Jenks’ mat was a bunch 
of lilacs, such as one buys a t the cor­
ner stands.
As she filled all her bowls and vases 
Miss Deakln sang a little song, and be­
fore she finished there came ano&er 
knock a t the door.
“What were you singing?” asked the 
man from across the way.
‘‘You know—the ‘Spring Song,” ’ she 
told him icily.
“I have Just painted a little picture 
of spring,” he said ingratiatingly. 
“May I show it to you?”
I t was a water color—just a stretch 
of young fields, with a sweep of or­
chard beyond, but it made her catch 
her breath.
“I can almost sniff the fragrance,” 
was her impetuous comment. “I t  is 
beautiful.”
“That is the way the world is look­
ing outside the city,” he said, with en­
thusiasm. “There are violets and pus­
sy willows, and the birds are calling- 
let me take you out there tomorrow. 
I t will do you good. You are so pale”— 
She froze at that. “Certainly not,” 
she refused and spoke with sternness 
to Jenks.
“Jenks,” she said, “I told you not to 
cross the hall.
Jenks got up wearily from the oppo­
site door mat.
“I don’t  see why you won’t  be 
friends,” the painter said as he stood, 
irresolute, with his picture in his hand.
“I have my work, and nothing must 
interfere with my career.”
“But we have lived opposite each 
other for six months.”
1 “It would be the same if we had liv­
ed opposite each other for six years,” 
was the way she closed the discussion.
More stars were out when she again 
sat with Jenks by.the window and the 
moon flooded the world with light, but 
over the roofs she caught the glow of a 
different illumination, a red, murky 
glow, that flared up presently into 
flames and columns of rolling smoke. 
“It’s a Are, Jenks,” she told the dog. 
Jenks whined.
“It’s down the street,” was her fur­
ther information, and then in a sudden 
panic, “I t ’s in the next house, Jenk­
sie.”
With the dog close behind her she 
ran to the door. The ball was full of 
smoke. Through it she saw the man 
across the way.
“We can’t  get down,” he said quick­
ly. “The stairs are on Are, but there’s 
a fire escape from my window.”
He caught her In his arms, and be­
fore she could pretest they were de­
scending the ladder.
From the window above Jenks 
whined.
“Oh, we can’t  leave Jenks,” she 
cried. “Let me go. Let me go.” He 
held her firmly and called up to the 
dog, “W ait a minute, old boy, I’ll be 
back.”
When she was safe and looked up 
through the smoke to where the pa­
tient little animal was waiting she 
said: “Oh, if you should be killed. It 
is better that Jenks should—go”—
But he was already on the ladder. 
She covered her eyes with her hands, 
and then she knew nothing until a 
shout went up and some one said, 
“He’s got the dog.”
There was another long interval, and 
then she felt something warm and wet 
on her cheeks, and there was Jenks 
licking her face, and she threw her 
arms about his neck and cried.
And presently she held out her hand 
to the man who had saved him and 
said in a weak little voice:
“He shall sit on your door mat all 
the time if you will let him.”
“There isn’t  any door mat,” he told 
her. “It’s burned up. But I ’ll buy an­
other”—
She smiled a t that, and her eyes as 
they met his held in them all the 
promise of friendship and more than 
friendship that was to come.
Just Like a Girl.
He is a very young boy. His is the 
age when a lofty contempt for the op­
posite sex manifests itself,, the con­
tempt which usually finds merciless 
retribution in later years.
His task of watching the baby was 
not as distressing as it might have 
been. He had utilized the bascinet as 
a cradle and had found a place where 
the floor sloped a little.
Behind the vehicle he extended him­
self and with head on hand proceeded 
to read a story paper. An occasional 
pull at a string fastened to the rear 
axle Imparted the motion necessary te 
keep the slumberer from waking, but 
the baby soon had its nap out and be­
gan to cry. The boy paid no attention 
to the noise, and after awhile his sis­
ter came to Investigate.
“I suppose you are going to lie there 
and wait for the baby to learn to talk, 
so it can tell you what it’s crying 
about.”
“No,” he answered. “Being able to 
talk wouldn’t  make much difference.”
“Why not?”
“Because it’s a girl. Girls never know 
what they’re crying about It just 
comes natural to them to do i t ”— 
Pearson’s Weekly.
Indian Believes In Omens.
Mysticism plays a great part in the 
hunting of the Indian. He is a great 
believer in signs and omens, and if he 
starts to hunt and sees a sign or omen 
tha t bodes evil he turns back to wait 
a  more propitious time. The flight of 
certain birds, the floating of a feather, 
the crawling of snakes, are of Import, 
and unless he believes in the potency 
of his medicine to overcome the evil 
Influence he will not go after game 
when the signs are not right. The In­
dian, being very susceptible to cold, 
does little hunting in the dead of win­
ter. Being neither hardy nor warmly 
clothed, he prefers the warm camp­
fire in the tepee to the distress of file 
hunting trail when the cold is biting. 
I t  is generally believed that the red 
man is one of the most hardy of the 
human race because he has spent his 
life in the open, but that sort of life 
is not conducive to hardiness unless it 
be accompanied with plenty of food 
and warm clothing.-— San Francisco 
Chronicle.
Pretty Pert.
A baldheaded man writes: “The 
most impertinent child I ever met was 
a boy of ten years of age. On leaving 
his widowed mother’s house I at­
tempted to pat him on the head in a 
fatherly manner. At this he pushed 
my hand away and said, ‘Grow some 
hair of your own, old man, if you want 
to nat it!’ ”
H A TS
Trimmed Free 
of Charge Lit Brothers m aJocS T ^P1LBKRTEIGHTHSEVENTHPhiladelphia
WE DELIVER ALL GOODS FREE BY OUR WAGON SERVICE TO
Collegeville, Royersford, Spring City and Phoenixville on Tues­
days, Thursdays and Saturdays.
CC .............................  ' ...............  ' ------------^STORE CLOSES DAILY AT 5.30 P. M. .
First Showing of the New Fall Styles In
Men's & Boys’ Clothing
THE correot weaves, best qualities, the most stylish fabrlos & colors in garments designed, cut & tail­ored by the best talent in America. We open the Fail & Wintar season with a decidedly larger stock than wo have ever carried—with the largest A choicest variety as well.
Men’s New Fall Suits, $15
Yalue Giving That Has Never Been Equalled
The latest style features for Fall Sk Winter of 1907 & 1908 represented in 
this exceptionally good line of popular. priced suits. These are the latest 
cut, three-button single & double-breasted coats—hand tailored (eveiy little 
detail most skillfully handled), insuring permanence of shapeliness s  dura­
bility. Vests corns in several styles, single breasted A collarless.
Sizes 34 to 42
RegularsASIIms
Stouts Up to 44
The New & Favorite Shade of Brown— 
Also Plain A Fancy Grays In Worsted 
Cheviots A Cassimeres—Also Plain 
Black Thibet A Unfinished Worsteds.$15
Men’s New Fall Suits, $10
The Best Money’s W orth Ever Given
Strictly new style Fall garments in single & double-breasted coats of 
fashionable cut. The tailoring, fit & finish of these suits are exceptionally 
good & they will give you astonishingly good service.
Sizes 34 to 42 
Stouts Up to 44
New Gray Fancy Mixturea A the Naw 
Shades of Brown In Worsted Cheviots 
A Cassimeres. Men’s Black Thibet 
8uits Included. $10
(T -Last Chance to Get These Special Men’s Suits
Final & Complete Clearance of All L ight W eights
$10 THIS clearance sale includes the products of the best clothing makers in America—your choice of fancy fabrics, blue serge, black Thibet, unfinished & diag­onal worsted suits—in a good range off prices. Some heavy weights included. FANCIESBLUESBLACKS
Values Ranging Up to $25—Don’t Miss These Bargains
First Showing of the New Rogers, Peet & Co. Models for Fall & Winter, Priced from $  18 to $ 35
Second Floor.
PHI LADELPHI A =  |_ | T  B  R O T H  E  R  S — PH ILADELPHIA
----- USE CTJLBEEpT’S -----
DIARRHCEA MIXTURE
Will cure your Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, and all bowel troubles.
Best Tooth Powder, 10 Gents a Box. : Com Cure, 10 Cents a Bottle.
FINE BOX PAPER ALWAY8 ON HAND AT
C U L B E R T ’S D RU G  ST O R E ,
C O L L E G E V IL L E , P A .
FALL STYLES in FOOTWEAR
FOR MEN, WOMEN and CHILDREN. The large 
assortment oi superior quality of Fall Style Shoes for 
all classes, which we are now showing, surpasses all 
our previous efforts.
Men’s Shoes, $1*50 to $4.50 | ■
Women's Shoes. $1.25 to $3.501 Leathers
Remember we always keep a line for country wear, 
strong and durable. .
N o r r isto w n , P a . H. L. NYCE.
FRANK W . SHALK0P,
(Successor to John S. Kèpler,)
Undertaker -  Emhalmer
TRAPPE, PA.
I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler, 
an undertaker of many years' experience, 
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest 
expectations of those who will entrust me to 
serve them.
I3g-Wll1 meet trains at all Stations. Or­
ders received by telephone or telegraph. 5-8
M
RS. JH. E. YA N D ERSLICE’M
EATING HOUSE,
Main St., between Barber Shop and Post Office 
Collegeville, Pa.
bleals to order: eatables furnished a t all times. Oysters, ail styles; families supplied. 
Ice Cream, e tc . Prices reasonable; terms cash. 
Patronage solicited.
Insure Your Horses
against loss by deathi from disease or acci- 
dentinthe LOW ER PROVIDENCE 
MUTUAL LIVE STOCK INSURANCE CO. 
Full amount of appraisement paid when loss 
occurs.
I- X. REINER, President. 
D. M. CASSELBERRY, Secretary.
WM. H. BOUD, Treasurer, Audubon. 
A p p ra is e r s :
THEO. DETWILER, Eagleville.
H. H. ROBI80N, Collegeville.




T rad e  M a r k s  
D esign s  
C o pyrig h ts
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an 
invention is probably patentable. Communica­tionsstrictly confidential. Handbook on Patents sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co, receive 
special noticet without charge, in the •Scientific American.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir­culation of any scientific Journal. Terms, $3 a 
year rfour months, Sore, hy all newsdealers.
MUNN & Co.36,Br°adwa>' New York
Branch Office. 6» F Bt. Washington. Bu C.
G 1EO. A* WEN K IC K ,
— DEALER IN —
Stoves, Ranges, 
Hot Air Furnaces,
G O L L E fiS T IL L E , PA .
T in  H oofing a n d  S p o u tin g  D one 
w ith  B e s t ( tu a l i ty  M a te r ia l .
Roofs Repaired and Repainted. Stove 
Castings and Fire Brick» Supplied. Jobbing 
promptly attended to, 4.4.
-- When in. Norristown -
IT WILL
P A Y  Y O U
---- TO VISIT------
SABELOSKY’S SHOE STORES,
26 AND 138 W . MAIN ST .,
Where you can get GOOD SERVICEABLE 
■SHOES for Men, Women and Children 
at the LOWE8T POSSIBLE 
PRICES.
We give $10.00 of Crown Trading Stamps 
on all purchases of $4.00 or more.
CHAS. A . SA BELO SK Y ,
26 AND 136 W. MAIN STREET, 
10-11. NORRISTOWN, PA.
IE R K I6 M 1 N  VALLEY
Mutual Eire Insurance Go. 
o f Montgomery County.
Incorporated May 13, 1871.
Insures Against Fire and Storm,
INSURANCE IN FORCE, $10,000,000.
Offiee o f  th e  C o m p a n y :
C O LLEG EV ILLE, PA. 
A. D. FETTEROLF, Sbcbetahy. 
H. W. KRATZ, President,
Norristown, Pa.
Regular office day of the Secretary, Thurs­
day of each week ; also every evening.
The undersigned will furnish and erect 
ID EA L B O IL E R S and guarantee satis* 
faction. Will also furnish and erect the 
F R E E D  B O IL E R S — excellent steam 
makers, safe, and satisfactory—manufact­
ured by the Steam Fitters’ Heater Company 
of Collegeville. Windmills furnished and 
erected, Hand Pumps supplied and placed, 
and all kinds of Steam Fitting and Plumb* 
ing done at reasonable prices.
J . H . B O LT O N ,
44. CO LLEG EV ILLE, PA.
Right Now  
Is the 
Best
time for you to give your eyes the 
required attention. Promptness 
in eye troubles mean a saving of 
sight. Lessen the strength on the 
eyes with lenses they need to-day 
and; you’ll be repaid a hundred 
fold for acting promptly.
We’ll fit yon out with glasses 
that will make sick eyes well.
J. D. S A LLA D E ,
Jeweler and Optician,















In making your purchases at 
FENTON’S STORE. Years of 
experience enables the proprietor 
to know just what to buy, how 
to buy, and how to sell the thou­
sand and more articles kept in 
stock in a thoroughly equipped ^ ; 
general store.
In DRY GOODS, GROCER- f t  
IES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED 
GOODS, or in any department of 
the big store on the corner you qM* 
will find what you want at the 3$  
right price. *n:
Ready-made Pantaloons and 
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s 
Boots and Shoes are among the ¿Me 
specialties. x f
¿Me Crockery and Glassware, Faints, jjfr
Oil, Putty, Hardware. ^







f t  . f t
f t  COLLEGEVILLE, PA. f t
f t
f t
s i Dead Animals RemovedFREE OF CHARGE.
I will pay $1.00 for Dead Horses and 
$1.50 for Dead Cows.
Both ’Phones—United, 629; Bell, 11-L-
Geo. W . Schw eiber,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA.
SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY.
A Very Important Matter
For FARMERS to know is where to get the REST CHOPPINti done and 
where to get a full line of the REST FEED, such as Wheat Bran, Corn Bran, No. 
1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn, Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc., 
etc., at the Lowest Cash Prices. Tou will find It at
Clamer’s Collegeville Grist Mills,
Lately remodeled and put In floe shape for business. Come and inspect. We will be 





“It’S Just Like This!”
When you have occasion to introduce 
any Plumbing Fixtures, or to have your 
home heated with steam or hot water, you 
want only the most skillful mechanics to 
plan and execute the work.
“ It’s Just Like This!”
Plumbing Fixtures, or a Heating 
Apparatus, are not put in for a day. Under 
proper conditions they last for generations,
“ It’s Just Like This!”
We are prepared to submit plans and install the latest styl 
Plumbing Fixtures, or the most efficient Steam or Hot Water 
Heating Apparatus, at the lowest price consistent with gooc 
material and workmanship.
“It’s Just Like This!”
When you find it necessary to have any repairs made, sent 
us your orders. We will not keep you waiting, nor will we put 
you to any avoidable inconvenience.
GEO. F. CLAMEE,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA,
F A L L
O l o t i i e s
B E A D T .
aThis Store makes it 
point to have All the 
newest styles first~not 
“Freak” Styles, but ex­
clusive styles that a 
well-dressed man will 
wear.
I-I2.
HOLD ON T H E R E !
^  cweful not to place your orders for 
Building or other Lumber until we have had 
* chance to estimate on your wants. We 
sre certain to give you entire satisfaction as 
** to the Lumber itself and its delivery. 
We may save you a dollar or two, also.





«  MARBLE US-
I am fully equipped at my New 
Location, Ridge Pike, one-third 
mile South of Perkiomen Bridge, 
to servo my old patrons and in­
vite new ones to give me a trial. 
All work guaranteed. 
Carriages and Rnsiness 
Wagons Built lo Order 
at Right Prices.
Now ready for Spring Painting 
and Varnishing. Rubber Tiring 
done in the shop. Horseshoeing 




Y O S T ’S  L I V E R Y
RAILROAD HOUSE
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.




G r a n i t e  " W o r k s .





Walnut Street and Seventh 
Ave., Royersford, Pa.
: flffiST-CLASS WORK. LOW PRICES.
THE BEST HARNESS
MADE TO ORDER.
brt«lei,Stw J >f^ a" e8® suPPHes, saddles, 
wll>ter stihnf k blankets for summer and 
KEPAIRmi rtiPSf“*' comba. brushes, &c. 
AlsoThn.® ° F H/R N E8S a specialty: 
»tobox t r » r ade cigar8‘ Special atlion atten-> box trade.
w . E. JOHNSON,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA
K “boV b  t„w w »  h e r a l d
Job Run”  ”  K BINDERY. Binding*
%  Blank’/ ef ratlP8* Paging> Nnmber- 
C ?  Books for Ba“ks and Business 
’and*“« ^ ^  attention. Magazines 
theaply TPoi?pai.r,ng done Thickly and 
Aidress, E tlmates cheerfully furnished.
MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor.
When in  N o F r i s t o w n , Pa..
STOP AT THE
R A M B O  H O U S E ,
(Opposite Court House).
I51F  First-class Aceommodations for U&n 
and Beast.
8tabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable. 
Both English and German spoken.
-----0O0——
P. K. Gable, Proprietor.
w  w  w  1
Ve promptly obtain P. B. and Foreign
PATENTS
, §?n<* Model, sketch or photo of invention fori 
itentabllit ■  *
Fall Clothes,
$10 T O  $25,
We’ve the new things to show 
now; models that you’ll see 
worn in the large cities. Every 
time you buy new clothes you 
should get something different, 
as you might as well get your 
old suit cleaned and pressed and 
wear it again. We invite your 
inspection. You’ll find some­
thing different here.
As Dorothy stepped from the train 
she cast a furtive look behind her apd 
made a dash for a carriage.
She was almost certain the tall man 
with a Vandyke beard had followed 
her.all the way from Easton and still 
had his eye upon her. She crouched 
back In a comer of the vehicle with 
heart throbbing madly and nerves a t a 
high tension.
“Drive fast to the Glen hotel,” she 
ordered the cabman.
The driver whipped up his horses 
and In ten minutes drew up before the 
picturesque hotel In the woods of Glen 
Echo.
As Dorothy sprang to^ the ground a 
girl of twenty came around the corner 
Of the veranda.
“Dot Graham!” she cried to the new­
comer. “Can I believe my eyes? I am
FOR MEN 
That KnowT H E  H A T
$ 2 .3 0  and $ 3 .5 0 .
You’ll be in for one, if you 
want the style most every 
knowing young man is wearing. 
There aré individuality and 
dash about them that couldn’t 
have anything added. Sole 










has large experience. On 
showed the following in its
July 1st it
TRUST DEPARTMENT.
Invested Trust Fnnds,.......*1,356,195 60
Uninvested Trust Funds.. 163 74 
Incomes and Amounts held 
for distribution............... 67,630 19
*1,423,989.53
^Notice the uninvested trust funds.




free report on 
, How to Secure 
Patents and Ä l y. For fra-MARKS
I
 ee book, < 
I write <
to
I Opposite U. S . Patent Office I 




G r a n i t e  
W  o r k s ,
M* 149 H igh St.
POTTSTOWN, PENN’A.
Designs and Estimates Furn­
ished Free of Charge.
The I ndependent’s e igh t pages 
contain local and general news, ag ri­
cu ltu ral Dotes, sh o rt sto ries and 
in terestin g  miscellaneous read ing  
m atter. A  copy every  week for 52 
weeks, $1.00.
GET YOUR Posters Printed at the Independent Office. ■
“PA*DON ME, IS THIS MISS t'ElCE?" HE 
ASKED COURTEOUSLY.
so glad to see you. We are as dull as 
rusty hoes up here since the season 
closed.”
“Come in! Oh, come in quickly!” 
Dot exclaimed, pulling her friend Into 
the house hurriedly. “Fan, I have been 
followed.”
“Followed?”
“All the way from Easton.”
“Well,” laughed Fan, “you must 
blame your own charming face.” .
“No, no; It Is not. a vulgar flirtation. 
He Is a detective.”
“Nonsense. Why should a detective 
follow you? Why, Dot, dear, you are 
trembling like a leaf. Come up to my j 
room and tell me all about It.”
“It all comes from buying this coat . 
In Canada.”
“Your new sealskin? Um, isn’t  it a 
beauty?”
“I hate It.” Dot flung the offending 
article upon the sofa. “Goodness only ! 
knows what complications It has occa- I 
stoned. I wore It on the train, know- i 
ing nothing of the duty Imposed on 
such articles until brother George met 
me at the station In Easton. Even 
then when he told me the danger I 
Incurred of being arrested foe smug­
gling I thought it one of his pranks. 
You know George Is never so happy 
as when he is te.aslng me. But when 
he Insisted upon my coming up here 
to you until all danger was past X be­
came really frightened and with cause, 
as you will admit,” continued Dot 
breathlessly, “for I noticed a man not 
five minutes later standing near where 
X was waiting for the train who seem­
ed to be watching me. Sure enough, 
he boarded the same train and alight­
ed at Glen Echo station alihost upon 
my heels. Fan, will you harbor a fugi­
tive from Justice?”
Dorothy’s woeful face was too much 
for vivacious Fan Price. She bubbled 
over with laughter.
“You are alarming yourself unneces­
sarily,” she assured her friend, “If 
the man had been a detective he would 
have arrested you then and there.” 
“Detectives are very shrewd people,” 
pronounced Dorothy distrustfully.
“I am glad you came to me. We re­
main here until the first of the month. 
Father Is keeping the hotel open to ac­
commodate a party of congressmen 
who are up for a two weeks’ hunt, 
and mother refuses to leave him,” 
Fan explained.
“What are your congressmen hunt­
ing for?” Dot asked.
“Bears,” said Fan.
"“I thought,” and there was a mis­
chievous twinkle in Dorothy’s eyes, 
“that they might be hunting for 
dears?”
“In which event,” twinkled Fan, 
“you. would be obliged to flee from 
danger once more.”
Both girls laughed w ith the  gladness 
of youth, and for the time Dot forgot 
her anxiety. They ran up to tho cedar
room, where Mrs. Price with motherly 
forethought was laying away summer 
clothing In large paper bags scented 
with lavender. They strolled out un­
der the leafless trees In the cold No­
vember twilight, exchanging confi­
dences, and came In shivering, late to 
dinner.
The congressmen were all there, 
gathered around one large table 
which had been set apart for them. 
As Dorothy passed on to the family 
board she became conscious of an In­
tent gaze fixed upon her; an irresist­
ible something drew her eyes toward 
the men—toward one, at least, and 
their eyes met.
The color left her face, her eyes grew 
*ick with fear—the fear of arrest. To 
be dragged like a common thief to 
prison to answer the charge of smug­
gling! The thought was unbearable. 
She blamed the law that made it a 
crime to wear one’s own garments In­
to one’s own country. *
Slipping Into her seat she leaned to­
ward Fan With a shuddering whisper: 
“He is here! The one with short, 
pointed beard. Don’t  look—and don’t 
tell your father or mother.”
Fan glared in tjjç direction of the 
congressmen, out the Vandyke,
which at paoment was oblivious 
of her erttjeal scrutiny in an interest* 
t  uiscusslon of veulSQp. and wjjjgpçj, 
ed back:
“He does not look ferocious enoilgh 
to bite.”
But Dorothy could not see the joke; 
It was an hour of agony for her. When 
at last thé meal was over and they 
could get away, the two girls ran up 
to the safe seclusion of Fan’s room, 
where they talked it over breathlessly 
and In whispers.
They decided that Dorothy should 
steal away under cover of darkness, 
take the first train for Easton and so 
make good her escape.
As to the sealskin sack, the cause 
of so much agitation, It was secretly 
stowed away In one of Mrs. Price’s 
lavender bags; Dot enveloped herself 
in a borrowed cravenette, hiding her 
face behind an automobile veil.
With timid step the two conspirators 
slipped down to the lower hall. They 
could hear the men’s voices as they 
exchanged stories around the office 
fire. i
Just as the girls reached the lower 
step, with freedom* almost within 
reach, the office door opened and Dot’s 
pursuer stepped forth.
“Pardon me, is this Miss Price?” he 
asked courteously. “Your father said 
I would find you In the sitting room.” 
“Oh—er—yes,” stammered Fan, try­
ing to push palpitating Dorothy past 
him.
He sepmed such a pleasant, polite de­
tective that for one reckless moment 
Fan entertained the Idea of appealing 
■to him In behalf of the innocent of­
fender, but before she could speak he 
| pulled a letter from his pocket.
“It Is for Miss Price and Is from my 
I sister, Nellie Dayton,” explained he.
| “Nellie P.ayton your sister?” both 
I girls exclaimed In surprise.
“Yes,” be said çordially, “When she 
learned that Î was coming up here for 
a few days’ shooting with some friends 
she insisted that I become her courier. 
She also Intrusted to my care a kodak 
picture—some of her own work, I be­
lieve. ■ It Is a group of picnickers, 
among them yourself and your friend 
here. I recognized Miss Graham when 
I saw her at the station at Easton, al­
though it Is three years since I have 
seen her. I was strongly tempted to 
make myself known a t once, but I saw 
that she did not remember me.”
Dot threw back her veil, disclosing a 
bright smile and a face beaming with 
relief.
“I  wish you had, Mr. Dayton,” she 
said, Impulsively extending both 
hands. “It would have saved me such 
a scare.”
“What?” inquired Dayton, mystified. 
"Not afraid of me?”
“N-no—of your beard,” laughed Dor­
othy, in which Fan joined. “You were 
a beardless senior when I met you 
three years ago, you know.”
“So 1 was. Why, I did not think of 
that. What a chump I am.”
Several days later, when “Brother 
George” came to Glen Echo with a 
significant ring for Fan Price, she told 
him in confidence that his prank was 
likely to cost his sister her freedom.
“Imprisonment?” he asked in a horri­
fied whisper. “That is severe punish­
ment for smuggling one article.”
“That depends upon the article smug­
gled,” Fan hinted, with a wise side 
glance. “I am afraid our Dorothy has 
been guilty of smuggling other things 
than sealskin coats, and she began 
three years ago.”
“Three years a smuggler! Then she 
deserves the limit for such an offense.” 
“Deserves It? She would not be hap­
py without the full penalty of the law 
—Imprisonment for life! There, I told 
you so,” Fan added mischievously as 
Dot and Mr. Dayton strolled Into view. 
“Here she comes now with her jailer.
Y  YO U R  W ORK.
---------
Rob It of Drudgery and Give It Your 
Whole Ability.
No matter how humble your work 
may seem, do it in the spirit of an art­
ist, of a master. In this way you lift 
it out of commonness and rob it of 
what would otherwise be drudgery.
You will find that learning to thor­
oughly respect everything you do and 
not to let it go out of your hands until 
It has the stamp of your approval up­
on it as a trademark will have a won­
derful effect upon your whole charac­
ter.
The quality of your work will have 
a great deal to do wli® the quality of 
your life. If your quality Is down, 
yoar character will be down, your 
standard down, your Ideals down.
The habit of Insisting upon the best 
of which you are capable and ,of al­
ways demanding of yourself the high­
est, never accepting the lowest, will 
make all the difference between medi­
ocrity or failure and a successful ca­
reer.
If you bring to your work the spirit 
of an artist Instead of an artisan; if 
you bring a burning zeal, an all ab­
sorbing enthusiasm; If ypu determine,, 
to put the beet there Is In you la  
ecytblng you do, no m atter what it is, 
you will not long be troubled with a 
sense of drudgery Everything de­
pends on the spirit we bring to the_ 
tiisk, The right spirit makes an artigF 
in tu« LiTffablest task, while the wfong 
spirit makes an calling,
no matter how high.
There Is a dignity, an Indescribable 
quality of superiority. In everything 
we do which we thoroughly and hon­
estly respect. There Is nothing belit­
tling or menial which has to be done 
for the welfare of the race.
You cannot afford to give The mere 
dregs, the mere leavings of your ener­
gies, to your work. The best in you is 
none too good for It.
I t  Is only when we do our best, when 
we put joy, energy, enthusiasm and 
zeal Into our work, that we really grow, 
and this is the only way we can keep 
our highest self respect.
We cannot think much of ourselves 
when we are not honest In our work— 
when we are not doing our level best. 
There is nothing which will compen­
sate you for a loss of faith in yourself, 
for the knowledge of your capacity for 
doing bungling, dishonest work.
You have something infinitely higher 
in you to satisfy than to make a mere 
living, to get through your day’s work 
as easily as possible—tbat is. your 
sense of the right, the demand in you 
to do your level best, to call out the 
best thing In you, to be a man, to do 
the square thing. This should speak 
so loudly In you that the mere bread 
and butter question, the money making 
question, should be insignificant In 
comparison.—Success Magazine.
SAVED THE SCENE.
A Case theWhere Necessity Was 
Mother of Invention.
William Faversham once saved him­
self a dismissal from a company in his 
early days through his quick wit.
“I had been engaged as ‘utility 
man,’ ” he says, “with a company that 
opened with a war play in a western 
town. I had a difficult part that ran 
through every act,, and It was impor­
tan t even If I had little to say or do. 
I got along very well, and In spite of 
the many costume changes I had I 
met with no difficulty until the last 
act. I was an ‘orderly’ In this scene, 
and I was hurrying to buckle my belt 
when I heard my cue.
“I  hastened to the wings. Some one 
threw fuller’s earth all over me tn  
show that I had been riding hard, and 
I dashed madly on Just as the sound 
of hoofs died away. When I reached 
the center of the stage and the ap­
plause had subsided my hand went 
into my timic for my dispatches, which 
1 was to hand to General Allen. I had 
forgotten them!
“Now, these dispatches furnished 
the climax of the play, and something 
had to be done, and done quickly. I 
felt my heart rise In my throat and 
knew that every one on thè stage was 
looking at me. The wait was growing 
awful, terrible, and I was just about 
losing courage when a brilliant idea 
came to me. I threw open my shirt, 
ripped off a porous plaster I was wear­
ing and thrust it into the general’s 
hand. Then I staggered to a chair and 
dropped exhausted. There was a 
round of applause, for the audience 
thought that I had been shot and had 
covered the wound with the dispatch­
es.”—Bohemian.
Her Faith In Drug*.
Faith in drugs was the subject un­
der discussion when an elderly physi­
cian who had spoken against the prac­
tice of “dosing” by laymen told this 
story: “I had a patient once who com­
plained of pains In her right arm. She 
was otherwise well and strong and 
looked upon the little ache as nothing 
serious. Weeks after she had been to 
see me she met me and said that she 
used the liniment I gave her on her 
bad arm every night and that when 
she did not use it she could not sleep. 
One night she retired before making 
the application, but reached from her 
bed to the table, got her liniment bot­
tle, gave her arm a good rubbing and 
felt better for it and went to sleep. 
When she awoke the next morning she 
discovered that she had grabbed the 
wrong bottle and had applied copious 
doses of black ink. I t  did her as much 
good as my liniment.” — New York
TriKiinA. •
Elements of the Universe.
Science declares that up to date the 
suns and planets all seem to be built 
up out of Identical materials. We are 
not acquainted with any element In 
any of the heavenly bodies which Is 
not to be fbund, for instance, on the 
earth. Helium, for example, first dis­
covered In 'the sun, was subsequently 
found on earth In the rare mineral 
clevlte. In the handful of earth that 
you pick up at your feet you may be­
hold the contents of the universe.— 
New York American.
A Shave In China.
The barber In China frequently pur­
sues his calling under peculiar condi­
tions. No soap Is used, the parts being 
simply rubbed with water and then 
scraped with a fearsome Iron weapon 
made locally, which, though It might 
astonish a Sheffield cutler, yet answers 
the purpose very well.—Wide World 
Magazine.
Floral Scandal.
. “You can’t  paint the, lily.” declared 
the rose.
“Maybe not,” responded thè ister. 
“But have you noticed?”
“Noticed what?”
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Oklahom a  will become a member of the 
Union of .States with a Democratic Governor, 
Legislature, four out of five member s of Con­
gress and two United States Senators. Con­
gress has ordained the admission of the State 
on the adoption of a Constitution in harmony 
with the Constitution of the United States,
OIL TRUST PLANS 
TO REORGANIZE
Standard W ill Increase Capital When 
, ¡Litigation Ends.
E. S. Moser, Editor and Proprietor.
Thursday, September 26, 1907.
W h e n  the “idle curiosity” of the editor 
of the Phoenixville Republican becomes really 
entangled with supreme necessities relating 
to Montgomery county politics, the editor of 
the I n d e p e n d e n t  may endeavor to “satisfy” 
in part a t least such curiosity. In the 
meantime the neighborly editor of the Re­
publican might find some reason to let his 
curiosity run rampant as to Chester county 
politics.
A ccording  to the official report of Com­
missioner Joseph W. Hnnter of the State 
Highway Department, there are now 97,940 
miles of public roads in Pennsylvania, and 
more than 1000 miles are still encumbered 
with toll-gates. Under the new system of 
making or mending township roads 235£ miles 
were completed up to 1906, and 2i6£ miles are 
under contract for 1907, making a total of 452 
miles of improved roads in sight.
T h e  rapid increase of Prohibition senti- 
mebt within recent years in some of the 
Southern States is largely attributed to the 
influence of white citizens who believe that 
the negro, in the absence of intoxicants, will 
be more easily kept within his sphere, or un­
der control. In other words the white folks 
of the South have been doing some reasoning1 
from cause to effect. Their conclusion will 
exert in the course of time considerable in­
fluence in some other States'.
T h e  most remarkable thing concerning 
Arthur Burrows, England’s oldest barrister, 
who has just entered his 96th year, is that his 
longevity seems due, in no small measure, to 
hard work. This wonderful old man, who 
has lived in five reigns and under 17 Prime 
Ministers, can give lessons in walking to 
many younger ones, and spends hours in 
watching cricket matches. Here is something 
for young idlers, and old idlers—able to work 
—to think about,
T h e  principal men involved in the Capi­
tol building graft at Harrisburg are under 
$60,000 bail, each, and the District Attorney 
of Dauphin county has expressed his inten­
tion to present the bills of indictment before 
the Grand Jury in December, notwithstand­
ing the pressure of less important criminal 
cases on the calendar. The State is making 
progress with its prosecutions. Those under 
heavy bail are: John H. Sanderson, James H. 
Sanderson, Joseph Huston, William P. Snyder, 
E. Burd Cassel and George F. Payne. May 
justice deal with them unswervingly.
T h e  announcement, last week, that 
County Chairman Styer bad appointed J. 
Whitaker Thompson, of Upper Providence, 
Chairman of the Republican Executive Com­
mittee of the county, has occasioned some 
criticism, since Mr. Thompson happens to be 
a United States District-Attorney, an office 
subject to Federal regulations. I t  is claimed 
that said regulations, in spirit at least, are 
against the participation in political manage­
ment or direction on the part of Federal 
employes. As the operation of the Federal 
machinery depends upon political activity, 
from the election of President down to minor 
servants of the people at Washington and 
elsewhere, it would seem that politics is 
pretty thoroughly mixed up with public 
affairs. Therefore, it is a Tittle hard to un­
derstand why, upon fair and reasonable 
grounds, an employe of the Federal govern­
ment should be prevented from taking a 
lively and directive interest in the political 
party of his choice, provided such interest 
does not prevent him from fully and faith­
fully discharging his official duties. Whilst 
the editor is not certain that Mr. Thompson 
has acted wisely in accepting the political 
position referred to, and which he is admir­
ably qualified to fill, nevertheless the editor’s 
uncertainty is not based on the fact that Mr. 
Thompson holds a Federal office; for faithful 
public officials—Federal, State, County, City, 
Borough, or Township—are just the men who 
should participate in political affairs, and 
urge their neighbors to do the same.
and nothing remains,, therefore, but for the 
President to issue1 a proclamation of ad­
mission within twenty days after the official 
certificate of the adoption of the Constitution 
is placed in his hands. I t  is anticipated that 
the President will issue the proclamation re­
ferred to.
F rom  the Fenton (Mich.) Courier : The 
happiest man in the land to-day is the suc­
cessful farmer. He sits under his own vine 
and fig tree, undisturbed by the maddening 
noise of the great city. Banks fail, railroads 
go into the hands of receivers, booming towns 
collapse, all business stagnates, but the 
farmer can snap his fingers at these things. 
He is a monarch 6f all he surveys on his 
broad acres. And in bringing up his boys 
apd girls to follow in the straight and narrow 
pathway he gives to the nation its best blood. 
The American farmer is to be envied, and if 
he is not content with his lot he is lacking 
wisdom. ,
De a th  claimed 31,021 Union Civil War 
veterahs and pensioners during the fiscal 
year ending June 30-last, aeeording to ad­
vance figures of Pension Commissioner 
Warner’s annual report. The total number 
of pensioners remaining, on the rolls June 30 
was 967,371, the smallest nunlber in the last 
fifteen years. The amount disbursed for 
pensions last year was $138,155,412. a de­
crease of $844,876 from the preceding year. 
The total amount paid out for pensions on ac­
count of the Civil War is now $53,369,135,448, 
and the amount paid on account of the war 
with Spain and the insurrection in the Philip­
pine Islands is $18,906,512.
A t  a recent meeting of the American 
Newspaper Publishers’ Association in New 
York it was unanimously resolved to ask 
Congress to repeal the duty on the wood.pulp 
material of printing paper. In this way alone, 
it was urged, can relief be obtained froih the 
extortions of the Paper Trust. I t  was shown 
that the Paper Trust, with its combination of 
mills in the East and its arrangements with 
the mill owners in the West, has more than 
doubled the price of printing paper in the 
last five years. This, too, in face of the; fact 
that the new processes of manufacturing 
have reduced the cost of paper in the rest of 
the world. In this association of newspaper 
publishers are some of the representatives of 
Dingley tariff organs shouting for the pro­
tection of the blessed tariff of 100 per cent, 
on woolens, and of exorbitant duties that en­
able the Steel Trust, Sugar Trust, Lumber 
Trust, to figure as great governmental bene­
ficiaries at the expense of consumers. The 
editor happens to know from actual and un­
pleasant experience that the resolution of the 
association of newspaper publishers is a 
righteous one, but the- association might as 
well have enlarged the scope of its resolution.
T h e  friends of Ursinus College have 
reason to rejoice; to feel a thrill of renewed 
inspiration. The recent action of the Board 
of Directors in electing Rev. Albert Edwin 
Keigwin, D. D., a noted preacher and edu­
cator in the Presbyterian Church, of New 
¿ity, President of the College, promises to re­
dound largely to the best interests of the in­
stitution of higher learning which adorns and 
benefits this community. Ever since its 
founding the income to the College from the 
weaker wing of the Reformed Church has 
been confined within limitations that have 
made the burdens of existence hard to bear. 
The denominational differences separating 
the Reformed and Presbyterian churches are 
not such as to preclude the blendingof efforts 
along educational lines arid the utilization of 
Ursinus College as an attractive centre for 
increased patronage and thore libéral endow­
ments. The editor of the I n d e pe n d e n t ,’ 
writing as one who is always interested to a 
considerable degree in the intellectual and 
ethical welfare of humanity, will heartily1 
welcome Dr. Keigwin, D. D., the new Presi­
dent of Ursinus College, and wish him the 
largest possible measure of success as its 
chief head. If an onlooker be permitted to 
indulge an opinion, then it is the editor’s 
notion that Dr. Keigwin will find in Ursinus 
College a splendid opportunity to give free 
vent to his individualityandexeeutive talents.
ABANDON POLICY OF SECRECY
New York, Sept. 24.—That the Stan­
dard Oil company plans a sweeping 
reorganization when it has cleared it­
self of the mesh of litigation in which 
it is now entangled was the statement 
made by a representative of the com­
pany.
After expressing confidence that the 
company would win out in the suit 
which the government has brought 
against it, he declared that the com­
pany would increase its capital to 
1400,000,000 or $500,000,000.
The trust’s representative denied that 
there was to be a conference of Stan­
dard Oil interests at H. H. Rogers’ 
home in Massachusetts and said that 
Rogers has not been consulted since 
he was taken ill. His statement fol­
lows:
"The statement that a conference of 
Standard Oil Interests has been called 
for the purpose of changing the name 
of the company and effecting reorgani­
zation in general is without foundation. 
We can do nothing in this respect so 
long as the company is under investi­
gation.
“I can say, however, that as soon as 
the Standard Oil company has freed it­
self from the labyrinth of litigation 
now involving it, then there will be a 
reorganization. The capital stock will 
be increased to an amount in harmony 
with the value of its assets, to $400,- 
000,000 or $500,000,000.
“We also purpose to issue periodical 
statements of earnings, operations, 
etc. We propose to give the represen­
tatives of the government everything 
in the way of information that it calls 
for, which is all we can do. H we 
are guilty of certain infractions of the 
law, then practically all other corpora­
tions are guilty of the same offences, 
and should be treated accordingly. But 
we are confident we will win out.”
The ways and means by which the 
Tidewater Pipe company, of Pennsyl­
vania, came under virtual control of 
the Standard Oil company were unfold­
ed in the hearing of the government’s 
suit against the oil combine. The af­
faire of the Tidewater company were 
disclosed by the testimony of Robert 
Benson, president of the company, and 
from a mass of records and contracts. 
The Standard was shown to own at 
present 31 per cent, of the Tidewater 
stock and by an agreement entered 
Into in 1883 between the two com­
panies, the oil business was divided in 
such proportion that the Tidewater 
did 11% per cent, and the Standard 
88% per cent. President Benson tes­
tified that since the agreement in 
1883 the business of neither the Tide­
water Pipe company nor the present 
parent company, the Tidewater Oil 
company, had materially increased.
Mr. Benson gave testimony to show 
that, under existing contracts with the 
Standard, 95 per cent, of oil refined 
by the Tidewater company 77 per cent, 
was sold to the Standard and the re­
maining 23 per cent, was sold inI a 
territory in which the Standard wa3 
not interested. The president of the 
Tidewater company, when asked what 
disposition was made of the remain­
ing 5 per cent, refined for domestic 
purposes, said tha t-the  Standard se­
cured 97 per cent, of it.
STRANGLED HIMELF
Tied Knotted Handkerchief About His 
Neok Until He Suffocated.
Atlantic City, N. J., Sept. 24.— 
George F. Nelson, aged 24 years, of 
Jersey City, son of a prominent poli­
tician of that place, committed sui­
cide by strangulation. He knotted a 
handkerchief around his neck, and by 
main strength pulled it so tight that 
he slowly suffocated. He first tried to 
cut an artery in his wrist. • He was an 
insurance broker of Jersey City. The 
suicide occurred at a beach front ho­
tel, and the deed was committed while 
in a fit of temporary insanity.
Explosion on Yacht; Four Drowned.
Gallipolis, O., Sept. 25.—While out 
on the Ohio river with a party of 22 
men, the gasoline tank on the yacht 
Blanche M. exploded. All those "on 
board were thrown into the water and 
four were drowned. The party had 
come here with a brass band to attend 
a big land sale, and had gone out on 
the river for an evening’s outing. How 
any person on the boat escaped death 
is a miracle.
Stepped on Live Wire Killed.
Scranton, Pa., Sept. 25.—James Pan­
ning, aged 9 years, of South Scranton, 
stepped on .a live wire while returning 
from school and was killed instantly. 
A workman who attempted to rescue 
the child’ was so badly shocked that 
he had to be removed to a hospital. 
The body was finally removed by sev­
eral linemen, working nearby.
Killed. By .Heavy Casting.
Wilmington, Del., Sept. 24.—While 
a large casting was being hoisted by 
ia crane at the machine works of the 
J. Morton, Poole company the appar­
atus broke and the casting fell. It 
struck William P. Cook, aged 21 years, 
a workman, breaking his neck and 
killing him insantly.
Child Drowned In Sewer.
Norristown, Pa., Sept. 25.—Joseph 
Debro, 4 years old, of Port Kennedy, 
fell into a sewer and was carried into 
the river and drowned. The body has 
not Vet been recovered.
LACE CURTAIN SALE,
This sale is interesting to all housekeepers 
who are preparing for the cleaning and 
brightening of the home for the long win­
ter months when it is more or less neces­
sary to stay in doors.
Our full line of lace curtain samples— 1, 
2 and 3 pairs of a pattern; some of them  
are slightly mussed and soiled, but the 
price is cut in two—that is where the bar­
gain comes in. Just note the following 
reductions:
Regular price. Reduction price.
$ 75 .............. .................$ 50
1 25................ ...............  75
1 50................ . . . . . . . . . .  85
1 75.......... ........ ! . . . .  1 25
2 00............... ........ ........ 1 25
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Sirendlinger's
N O R  R I  S T O W /V. p>q . J
The Original BORNEMAN
D e n t a l  t P m l o k s
----NOW OPES AT-----
«Sr* 4 1 5  D E K A L B  S T .
N O R R I S T O W l s r ,  P A .
FIRST-CLASS PLATE WORK A SPECIALTY. THE BEST 8ERVICE GUARAN- 
TEED. I WILL BE GLAD TO MEET AND WELL SERVE 
OLD AND NlSW PATRON8.
10-18-ly. S. S. BO KN EM AN, D. D. 8.
T h e  B i g  C l o t h i n g  E v e n t !
Crawford’s Clearance Sale.
Everything at Reduced Prices.
All New and Stylish Clothing.^
SAM UEL JD. OHAAV'EO.
Bain and Cherry Streets, Norristown, Pa.
SUMMER STYLES HATS
Largest Stock in Montgomery County to 
Select From.
Soft Hats, 50c. to $3.00.
Stiff Hats, $1.00 to $3.00.
Our Hats are sold by all stores In this section. ASK FOR THM.
Tracey, : the Hatter,
38 S ,  Main Street* Horristown* P a ,
We Will Write Your Will 
and Charge You Nothing
We will also keep it safely free of 
charge. We will act as your ex­
ecutor and see to it,, that your 
estate is faithfully managed, 
promptly settled , and that the 
provisions of your will are care­
fully carried out. i
Penn Trust Co.
The Company that pays 3 PER 
CENT. Interest for every day 
the money is on deposit. 
NORRISTOWN, PA.
BE BE ASICS PIANOS.
I  have taken the agency for the sdle 
re Blasius Pianos. These pianos have 
ide and most excellent reputation 
ng musicians. A new Blasius Piano 




L E A V E S  —
flamer’s Dam, Collegeville,
For Glen Island
EVERY EVENING and SUN­
DAYS. Round trip, 5 cents.
J. H. BARRETT.
I f  you have anything to 




Large and well assorted stock of choice 
SUMMER DRESS GOODS, include 
Lawns, Dimities, Percales, Laces, ■ 
broideries, &c. Line of Muslins, Calicoes, 
and Ginghams, complete.
» C a rp e t S w e e p e r s -
Six Different Styles.
GENTS’ FURNISHING tbat
variety. Dress and Neglige Shiv 
will please buyers. jj
THE BEST MADE SHOES 
tastes—Patent Colt, Vici Kid, a 
styles. _ *
THE GROCERY DEPARTMENT 
tains anything required in good 
pendable stock. -, •
Summer Horse Clothing. IjaP
&C., &C.
Full line of Hardware, VonW  
Netting—all sizes.
E. G. Brownback, IrapPe-
STATE AND GENERAL NEWS, 7
A  S P E C I A L T Y .
Our new invoice of Black Suits consists of the finest, the
"best, and most perfect fitting garments we ever had, and, further-
%
more, I honestly believe that we not only have the best but are 
-selling our suits for LESS MONEY than any other store.
I will offer you this season :
Black Olay Serge Suits, all sizes, for $10, $12, $13, 
$15 and $18.
Fine French Serge, selling elsewhere for $24, we 
are selling for $18.
Unfinished Worsted and Black Thibets, double and 
single breasted, $10, $15, $18 and $20.
Will tell you later about our striped and plaid Woolen and 
Worsted Suits—the best in the country.
Come and inspect. Always glad to serve you.
HERMAN WETZEL,
6 6  and 68 E. Main St. NORRISTOWN, PA.
Q) C apital, -





Surplus, - - - $250,000.00
PER CENT. INTEREST paid on Savings Ac­
counts for every day the Money is on Deposit
Deposits of One Dollar and upwards Solicited.
Acts as Executor, Administrator, Guardian, Trustee, 
^  Assignee, and Receiver, Executing Trusts of
&
^  SAFES OR BOXES TO RENT IN 
BURGLAR-PROOF 
. ^ VAULTS*  AU L 10  *




Economy, - Efficiency, - Regulation, - Durability.
I t  is Equally Efficient with GAS, ALCOHOL, GASOLINE, DIS­
TILLATE or KEROSENE. All sizes, i  to 50H. P. The Ohio Engines 
■we among the very best engines on the market and are sold at reasonable 
prices. We keep one in stock for demonstration. Come and see it before 
jou purchase.
Landes Mill Works, Yerkes, Pa.
h e a d q u a r t e r s  f o r
M b n ’s  F i n i s h i n g  G o o d s  !
WE HAVE THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF THE BEST GRADES OF 
WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE FURNISHING GOODS FOR 
MEN AND BOYS TO BE FOUND IN NORRISTOWN.
Underwear, Hosiery, Neckwear, Neglige Shirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anyth!
I will iT l0°kIn* for’ and 611 at the riKht Prices. Any one. of our thousand UMBRELL, 
eep you dry in a rainstorm. COME AND INSPECT OUR STOCK.
'W'IÆ. n .  GKCXjIBIEIRT,
l a a  W EST H A IN  ST R E E T ,
NORRISTOWN, PA.10-18.
the old stand
?? always cm h™*0* TCak,?8 and c °nfection- 
& . 8pec°al Ice Cream and Water
^ddinirand pX ® “ ^  to 8uPPWng 
|%. J0HN H- CUSTER,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
CHEAP FARM.
Established • • 187®.
U egeville Jstay.
3% miles from station, IX miles from 
trolley, 40 acres, 8-room stone house, 
lawn, shade, fruits, meadow, good out­
buildings. Price $2000. Cash $1000, bal­
ance mortgage at 4 percent.
Choice Bread GOTWALS & BEYER,
and
» C a k e s
' ' IN VARIETY.
55 E. Main St. NORRISTOWN, PA.
POLL STOCK OF
Gents’ Furnishing Goods,
Latest styles, lowest prices. Ladle* 
tions are being closed out at great duced prices.
Mrs. Frances Barret
Ma in  St ., Near Station ,
COLLEGEYILL1
A  S a t e  F l a g ®
If you have valuable papers or securi­
ties—deeds, mortgages, judgments, bonds, 
or what not, that you desire to have kept 
in a secure, safe place, the
COLLEGEVILLE
NATIONAL BUM
is prepared to serve you. The new safety 
boxes in the fire and burglar-proof vault 
of the bank will afford room for your 
private papers or documents and you 
can feel that they are entirely safe.
You are invited to : inspect the safety 
boxes, the vault, as well as the other de­
partments of the bank. The officials will 
be glad to give you full information, and 
your, visit will be appreciated.
Remetpber, 3 PER CENT, interest is 
paid on all deposits in the Savings Fund 
Department of the Collegeville National 
Bank.
HARDW ARE.
We are Headquarters for all 
hinds or Hardware, Paints, 
Oils, Varnishes and Glass.
&#=• T O O L S .
If you want any thing in the tooi line, 
come to u s; we can supply you. 
at BOTTOM PRICES.
WIRE OF ALL HINDS
Suitable for House, Garden and Field.
TheU.HiBenjaminCo.
%
Jobbers and Retailers of HARDWARE, 
PAINTS, TOOLS, ETC ,
N o . 2 0 5  Bridge St.,
PHOIXVILLE, FA.
J. P. STETLER, Manager.
I0RTURED INVALID 
TO EXPEL DEVIL
Aged Woman’s Limbs Twisted Until 
She Died by Religions Fanatics.
THRILLED BY HER AGONY
Chicago, Sept, 21.—Five people, mem­
bers of the sect of Parh&mltea, are un­
der arrest in Zion City, accused of tor­
turing to death Mrs. Letltia Green- 
haulgh, 54 years old, to show their be­
lief in the religion they profess.
The people under arrast are Walter 
and Annie Greenhaulgh, the son and 
daughter of the woman; Harold Mitch­
ell, Mrs. Harold Mitchell, and a Mrs. 
Smith. All of them are accused of 
manslaughter.
Mrs. Greenhaulgh had been for 20 
years an invalid, suffering from para­
lysis and rheumatism.
The condition of Mrs. Greenhaulgh, 
convinced her son and daughter and 
the three persons arrested with them 
that she Must be possessed of the 
devil, and they determined to exorcise 
the evil spirit. The five knelt by the 
bedside, and, after prayer, commenced 
their work. The arms of Mrs. Green­
haulgh. stiffened by rheumatism, were 
jerked and twisted about in order that 
the devil might be driven out. The 
cries of the aged woman were consid­
ered to be those of an evil spirit, and 
were greeted with triumphant shouts. 
After a course of this violent treat­
ment, Mrs. Greenhaulgh not only be­
came so weak that she could not use 
her limbs, but became incapable of 
making any motion. Then her neck 
was twisted, and for some time this 
treatment was kept up.
Walter Greenhaulgh testified at the 
coroner’s inquest that Mitchell and his 
wife recently had a “vision,” in which 
Mitchell was ordered to quit work and 
devote his time to casting out demons 
from the sick. Young Greenhaulgh de­
clared that his mother’s consent was 
obtained before the treatment was be­
gun. He asserted that hypnotic passes 
were made before his mother’s face, 
and then followed the muscular force 
which, he said, was strongly resisted 
by the “demons."
Mrs. Smith’s part in the treatment, 
according to the testimony before the 
coroner’s jury, consisted in raising Mrs. 
Greenhaulgh’s head and holding her 
while Mitchell and his wife attempted 
to  straighten the woman’s limbs.which 
had been twisted by years of rheuma­
tism.
Greenhaulgh broke down and cried 
as he told his story. He said that for 
some time his mother bore the treat­
ment bravely, but a t last the agony 
became so great that she could not re­
strain herself and shrieked, “Oh Lord, 
help me,” a number of-times. Accord­
ing to Greenhaulgh, Mitchell declared 
that her cries must not be heard by 
outsiders,, and he put his hands across 
her mouth to smother them. The five 
worked over the vlctime until she died. 
After that, according to Greenhaulgh.
Mrs. Smith became the leader in a 
“resurrection scene.” In this efforts 
were made to restore the dead woman 
to life. When these had failed the an­
nouncement of her death was made.
PLACED HIS HEAD ON TRACK
Man Probably Insane Decapitated 
By Train.
Pittsburg, Sept. 24.—Thomas Mc­
Dermott, 51 years of age, of Agnew, 
Pa., a few miles west of this city, 
placed his head on the track of the 
Pennsylvania railroad and was decapi­
tated. McDermott had been acting pe­
culiar for some time, and recently be­
gan the erection of buildings similar 
to those in Luna Park, this city. Hi3 
wife was granted a restraining order 
by the court.
Arrangements were made to send 
the man to a hospital, and while being 
taken by his brother-in-law to the sta­
tion at Agnew, McDermott broke 
away, and running to the railroad 
placed his head on a rail in front of a 
train.
Her Marriage Was Delayed 25 Years.
Morrill, Neb., Sept. 25.—Pledged not 
to marry while her mother and uncle 
and aunt lived, Miss Marion Viola 
Woodin waited 25 years to becofne the 
bride of Clayton B. Baldwin, of this 
place. Miss WoOdin lived at Roches­
ter, N. Y., . and promised her dying 
father, a quarter of a century ago, to 
remain single until the death of her 
three relatives. Baldwin acquiesced. 
The last of the three persons in the 
way recently died, and the patient pair 
were married.
Tried to Make His Dead Father Speak.
New York, Sept. 25.—Alfred E. 
Sander, a Brooklyn lawyer, failed to 
come down to breakfast at his home.. 
His son, Alfred, Jr., 8 years old, was 
sent upstairs to learn why. He found 
the bedroom door closed and the room 
filled with gas. He tried to make his 
daddy speak, but the little fellow’s 
father was dead in bed. According to 
the family, the lawyer had hung his 
trousers on the gas jet and in so doing 
accidentally turned on the gas.
Great Coal Mine.
Pittsburg, Sept. 24.—The Jones & 
f.aughlin Steel company reported that 
its new mine, the Vesta No. 4, at Cali­
fornia, Pa., produced the enormous 
total of 174,338 tons of coal in its first 
month. It is the greatest coal mine In 
the world.
Blow Over Heart Kills Prize Fighter.
Philadelphia, Sept. 23.—-John Mees, 
a local lightweight boxer known as 
“Young” Mees, died in a hospital here 
from the effects of a blow over the 
heart received in a fight with Neil 
Dever on Saturday night.
1907 CROPS WILL SMASH RECORDS
Will Be Worth About $8,000,000,000 to 
the Farmer.
Washington, Sept. -23.—“Every day 
that frosts hold off adds' millions to 
the wealth of the American farmer,” 
said an expert in the bureau of agri­
culture.
This statement gives a picturesque 
impression of the enormous value of 
farm products in this country, and at 
the same time shows how much de­
pends upon weather conditions.
According to the coroner’s calendar, 
for Instance, September 15 sees the 
great corn crop at about its height. If 
fine, warm weather follows, every day 
adds to the value of the crop' yield and 
value. The sunshine of the last week 
or two' means fatter pocketbooks.
In 1906 the total value of farm pro­
ducts was $6,794,000,000. Official esti­
mates of a preliminary nature place 
the figures for his year a t almost 
$8 , 000, 000, 000.
The eight staple crops—wheat, com, 
oats, cotton, potatoes, hay, barley and 
tobacco—will alone yield, it is pre­
dicted, about $5,000,000,000. In addi­
tion there are meat, butter, eggs, wool, 
rice, poultry, cattle, sheep, hogs and 
fruit products.
HELD FOR MURDER
Husband and Mother-In-Law Charged 
With Poisoning Wife.
Philadelphia, Sept. 25.—Mrs. Sarah 
Elchenlaub and her son Russell, aged 
22 years, were committed to prison by 
the coroner, charged with murdering 
Mrs. Mary- E. Elchenlaub, aged 21 
years, the six weeks bride of young 
Eichealaub. It is charged that she 
was poisoned by cyanide of potassium 
on June 23. She was stricken on the 
night of that date and died within a 
few minutes. A paper containing par­
ticles of cyanide of potassium was 
found in the house, and the city chem­
ist who made an analysis of the vis­
cera taken from the body of the dead 
girl declared she had been poisoned 
by a large dose of cyanide of potas­
sium.
Mother and son were each employed 
in institutions where they could se­
cure the deadly poison. At the in­
quest evidence was presented show­
ing that the young wife had been badly 
treated by her husband and mother- 
in-law.
NEGROES’ FRIEND DEAD
Anna Jeanes, Who Gave $1,000,000 to 
Educate Colored People, Dies.
Philadelphia, Sept. 25. — Anna T. 
Jeanes, the philanthropic Quakeress, 
Who gave $1,000,000 last April for the 
education of negroes in the douth, died 
a t the Friend’s Boarding Home in this 
city, aged 85 years.
The dead philanthropist gave $200,- 
000 to build the Friends’ Home in 
which she died. She also gave $200,000 
to Spring Garden Institute, a technical 
institute; $100,000 to the Hicksite 
Friends to be expended on their meet­
ing houses and $200,000 to the Friends’ 
schools, all in this pity. She gave lib­
erally to the First African Baptist 
church and purchased a home for the
ramny or her dead coachman, and wnen 
she left her city residence to go and 
live in the Friends’ Home she permit­
ted her negro servants to live in the 
house, leaving all the furnishings in 
the dwelling.
KILLED FIGHTING BABOON
Sailor and Simian Fall Down Hatch 
on Steamer.
Philadelphia, Sept. 24.—S. H. Hass- 
bada, an East Indian sailor on ths 
British steamer Imani, which arrived 
here a few days ago from Problingo, 
Java, died in a hospital from Injuries 
received in falling through a hatch 
while struggling to subdue a pet 
baboon which had attacked Captain 
Pemberthy. Hassbada was one of a 
crew of Lascars on the vessel that had 
the baboon for a pet. The simian 
broke his chain, and when an effort 
was made to capture him he attacked 
the captain. Hassbada went to the 
assistance of the commanding officer 
and wrestled with the animal. In the 
struggle the pair rolled down a hatch. 
Hassbada’s back was broken.
Stole $10,000 of Wilmington’s Taxes.
Wilmington, Del., Sept. 24.—Horace 
G. Rettew, collector of delinquent 
county taxes for Wilmington, pleaded 
guilty in eourt to the charge of mis­
appropriating his tax collections to the 
amount of $10,000. He was sentenced 
to Imprisonment in the county work- 
house for two years and six months. 
According to the official report of the 
county comptroller, Rettew’s delin­
quencies amount to $28,000, but he was 
charged with only $10,000 in the in­
dictment. Efforts to collect the short­
age from his official bondsmen are in 
progress.
Here’s a Real Hero.
St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 25.—Skapti 
Sigvaldson, an Icelander, of Ivanhoe, 
Minn., is in Bethesia hospital, suffer­
ing from the removal of 125 inches of 
skin from his body, which he volun­
teered to give to save the life of Gus- 
tavus Olson, an aged man, whom he 
had never seen.
Two Fishermen Probably Drowned. 
. Atlantic City, N. J., Sept. 24.— 
George Jeffries and a man known as 
“Buffalo Bill” Lendorff are supposed 
to have been drowned on the .fishing 
banks during a terrific rain and wind 
storm. Their friends fear that the 
boat capsized.
George Beavers Released.
Pittsburg, Sept. 25. — George W. 
Beavers, formerly of the postal depart­
ment, who was sentenced to-imprison­
ment in connection with the postal 
frauds several years ago, was released 
from the penitentiary at Moundsvilis, 
W. Va., Tuesday night.
SUICIDE OFF STEAMER
Separation From Her Baby Caused 
Woman to Leap Into Delaware.
Philadelphia, Sept. 24.—Mrs. Annie 
Cassidy, of Camden, N. J., a steerage 
passenger on the American line steam­
er Westernland, which arrived here 
from Liverpool, committed suicide by 
jumping overboard while the vessel 
was coming up the Delaware river.
The woman, it is said, was heart­
broken because she had left her 12- 
months-old baby in Ireland. The 
woman, who was 28 years old, went 
to Ireland in May to visit her mother. 
The grandmother became greatly at­
tached to the baby, and when Mr. Cas­
sidy went to Ireland to bring his wife 
home, several' weeks ago, the grand­
mother pleaded to have the baby left 
with her for a time. Mrs. Mrs. Cas­
sidy consented, but when she had 
started across the ocean with her hus­
band she mourned for he baby and be­
came morose. The steamer was pro­
ceeding slowly up the river, when Mrs. 
Cassidy asked her husband to go be­
low and get some medicine for her. 
Cassidy had scarcely disappeared from 
the deck when his wife climbed over 
the rail and jumped into the water. 
A boat was lowered and the woman 
was dragged from the water uncon­
scious and past resuscitation.
NEBRASKA FOR TAFT
Republicans Endorse Him, While Dem- 
crats Are For Bryan.
Loncoln, Neb., Sept. 25.—Under the 
new state primary law Tuesday was 
the day designated for all political 
parties represented on the' primary 
ballot to hold their state platform con­
ventions.
The Republican convention, which 
was most largely attended, was pri­
marily, a business meeting, but it 
found time to endorse Secretary Taft 
for the Republican presidential nomi­
nation.
The Democratic platform opens 
with commendation of William J. 
Bryan. It opposes the centralization 
idea, and declares for the election ol 
United States senators by direct vote. 
Immediate revision of the tariff is 
urged and an income tax favored, as is 
also the vigorous enforcement of the 
criminal law against “trusts” and 
“trust magnates.”
PEACE IN MOROCCO
Three Important Tribes Accept French 
Overtures.
Paris, Sept. 24,;—Peace has been de­
clared in Morocco. The delegates ol 
three important tribes have accepted 
the French peace overtures, and will 
see that the terms of the agreement 
are carried out. Hostilities are novi 
at an end.
The government received with great 
satisfaction a dispatch from Rear Ad­
miral Philibert, the commander of ths 
French naval forces in Moroccan 
waters, saying that as a result of the 
conference at General Drude’s head­
quarters between the- French naval and 
military commanders and 19 caids. 
representing the Ouleseeyan, Zenata 
and Z-yaida tribes, the three tribes
nave accepted, unconditionally, ths 
peace terms offered by France.
MURDERERS CONFESS
Slayers of Pennsylvania Trooper 
Taken to Reading.
Allentown, Pa., Sept. 23.—Salvatore 
Garrito and Stefano Lesenlech, the 
Italians who were arrested at War­
wick, N. Y., and confessed to having 
murdered State Trooper Timothy Kel- 
leher, at Reading, were taken to Read­
ing on a trolley car. Several miles 
outside of Reading the party was mei 
by two automobiles and the Italians 
hustled to the Berks county prison. 
Garrito confessed to Detective Kemp, 
of Reading, who made the arrest, that 
seven years ago to the day, he mur­
dered his rival in love, a t San Stefano, 
Province, of Messina, Italy, and hia 
brother is serving a 21-year sentence 
for the murder.
HUGGED BY BEAR
School Boy Gets Too Close to a 
Dancing Bruin.
Belvidere, N. J„ Sept. 25.—Whils 
enjoying an exhibition given by dano 
ing bears in front of the school house 
here, one of the pupils, De Witt Mouls- 
dale, got too near a big bear, which in 
an instant knocked him down with a 
blow of its paw, then seizing him with 
its paws began to squeeze him to its 
breast. The boy cried in fright and so 
did the other children, and the keeper 
attacked the bear with a club.
After getting a few cracks over ths 
head the bear let go its hold and ths 
boy was rescued from what might ha vs 
been a death hug. He was no seri­
ously hurt.
Girls Must Not Entertain Students.
Allentown, Pa., Sept. 23.—Rev. Fath­
er J. P. Walsh, rector, and Father Gaff 
ney, curate of the church of the Im­
maculate Conception, in their sermons 
warned the young women of the parish 
against too close association with stu­
dents of Lehigh university. The priests 
threatened that unless the young 
women stopped the practice of enter­
taining Lehigh students their names 
would be announced from the pulpit.
Train Sinks In Earth.
Creston, O., Sept. 25.—A train con­
sisting of a locomotive and four cars 
on the new 11-mile cut-off of the Bal­
timore & Ohio railroad from this town 
to Sullivan sank out of sight. Only 
by jumping did the train crew escape 
death. .
Drowned Leaping From Yacht.
Mt. Holly, N. J., Sept. 24.—William 
Ralph, aged 33 years, of Philadelphia, 
was drowned at Hainesport, N. J., in 
attempting to jump ashore from his: 
yacht. The body was recovered.
THE CAPITOL SUITS
Will Be Submitted to Grand Jury 
Next Monday.
Harrisburg, Sept. 24.—The state 
capitol graft cases will be submitted 
to the Dauphin county grand jury’next 
Monday. An order to this effect was 
made by President Judge Kunkel on 
petition of District Attorney Weiss. 
After the order had been granted, the 
district attorney -stated that if true 
bills were found against the defendants 
the court would be asked by both sides 
to fix a time for the trials.
The petition of the district attorney 
set forth, that in view of the large 
number of cases which have already 
been listed for the present week, it 
would be impossible for the grand jury 
to act upon the bills of indictment in 
the capitol graft cases. Mr. Weiss ex­
plained that all the indictments In 
the capitol cases have not been pre­
pared, and that the evidence to ba 
submitted to the' grand jury would be 
of such a character to require con­
siderable time. 1
Judge Kunkel then made a formal 
order requiring the presence of the 
grand jury for an additional week, be­
ginning next Monday, for the consid­
eration of the capitol cases.
FOUND DEAD IN SWAMP
James Birdsall Believed to Have Died 
of Starvation and Exhaustion.
Mt. Holly, N. J., Sept. 25.-—James 
Birdsall, of Trenton, who had been 
camping out with a friend in the pines 
near Cranberry Hall, and who had 
been missing for several days, was 
found dead in a cedar swamp, miles 
from any habitation. It is supposed 
the man became lost in' the woods and 
died from starvation and exhaustion.
Drops Off Tree on to Train.
Indianapolis, Sept. 23.—Orville Frock 
made a remarkable escape from the 
police. He was so hard pressed that 
he climbed a tree at the side of the 
Lake Erie Railroad tracks. The cops 
started to cut down the tree, when a 
freight train came along. Frock 
dropped from the tree and landed 
squarely on his feet on top of a box 
car. He was stunned, but managed to 
hold to the running board, and saved 
himself from falling off. The tra.a 
was running 20 miles an hour, and he 
escaped.
Drunkard Kills Life-Long Friend.
Scranton, Pa., Sept. 25.—Simon 
Schoen, an aged resident of this city, 
while intoxicated shot and killed his 
life-long friend, Joseph Lambert, a spe­
cial policeman. The murder occurred 
about an hour after Schoen had left 
the courthouse, where he was defend­
ant in a suit to have him declared an 
habitual drunkard. He recently es­
caped from the insane department at 
Hillside.
Family of Three Burned to Death.
Oakland City, Ind., Sept. 24.—James 
Dossett and his wife and baby were 
burned to death by a fire that destroy­
ed their home.
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CORN H A R V E S T .
Tha Binder For Silage Corn—The 
Shocker on Small Farms.
By C. J. ZINTHEO, Office of Experiment 
S tation s.
The corn binder is used to greatest 
advantage in fields where the corn is 
check rowed, as it is possible to cut 
around a block, keeping the machine 
constantly in operation. Average re­
sults taken from several hundred re­
plies received to a letter of Inquiry 
sent to farmers in different sections of 
the country Indicate that for all con­
ditions of corn the total cost per acre 
of harvesting corn with a corn binder 
is $1.50. The advantage of the corn
JNCXINED CORN BINDER.
binder over cutting'by hand or sled 
harvester is the amount of work which 
can be accomplished per day and the 
general ease with which the work ean 
be done. One disadvantage which may 
be credited to the corn binder is that 
it knocks off more or less ears of corn.
Binders consist essentially of dividers 
passing one on each side of a row of 
corn and of cutting and binding de­
vices. A bundle carrier is usuaily also 
attached.
The present form of shocker consists 
essentially of dividers, a revolving ta ­
ble for assembling the shock and a 
crane for r e m o v in g  it. The knives and 
flywheel attachment for cutting the 
stalks are similar to those used on the 
corn binder.
Coni snookers cost about as much as 
binders and weigh approximately the 
same. The wear and tear on the 
shocker Is probably not sio great as on 
the binders. The' shocker requires the 
work of but one man, whereas the 
binder requires besides the driver two 
or three men to follow and set up the 
shocks. The corn shocker seems to be 
the machine that meets the require­
ments of owners of small farms who 
do their own work. It requires a man 
of more ability to run a corn shocker 
than to operate a corn binder on ac­
count of the numerous movements the 
operator has to go through all at the 
proper time in removing the shock 
from the machine.
From replies to1 questions we have a 
total .cost of harvesting corn with a 
shocker of $1.06 per acre compared 
with the cost of $1.18 per acre for har­
vesting with a sled harvester and $1.50 
per acre for corn binders or by hand.
The manual labor In harvesting com 
Is the least when using the shocker. 
The shock made by the'corn shocker Is 
not so easily loaded on a wagon as is 
that made by a corn binder, as the in­
dividual bundles may be loaded with a 
pitchfork, whereas the whole shock 
made with a shocker can best be load­
ed at once with some form of loading 
device or horsepower derrick.
The corn binder is well adapted for 
cutting corn for the silo, as the bun-
C A R R IAG E H O R S E S .
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dies are bound into convenient size to 
be loaded on a wagon. However, this 
saving of labor is accomplished at the 
cost of twine, which remains around 
the bundles for less than an hour and 
is a total waste when cut.
Dry Land For Sheep.
It ts generally well known that 
sheep require a reasonably dry cli­
mate and land that is well drained, but 
It often happens that farmers under­
take to raise sheep on bottom land 
and on land that ts too wet to plow 
for crop If sheep are kept on such 
land for any length of time, trouble 
is sure to follow, remarks Farm Press. 
Sheep cannot stand wet reet, and they 
must have dry ground to sleep on at 
night. Sheep He down a great deal 
when ruminating. Unless the ground 
is dry and warm they are sure to 
suffer. Besides foot ro t internal para­
sites that affect sheep are worse on 
wet land The hoof of the sheep is 
golden only when the hoof Is dry.
Milk For Pigs.
There may be a few men here and 
there who can grow a bunch of pigs 
without milk as well as with, but they 
are few and expert. Sweet skim milk 
has as yet no equal as a bone building, 
flesh making food, tn my opinion, re­
marks a writer in Iowa Homestead.
Development of the American Typo 
Rests Largely With Farmers.
Since the Inauguration of work for 
the development from American ma­
terial of a carriage horse which woulcl 
breed true to type has come a move­
ment to establish classes for such 
horses at the national and state fairs. 
The sentiment for this has grown rap­
idly during the past year, and such 
classes have been added to the pre­
mium lists of fairs in Iowa and Ken­
tucky, states from which large num­
bers of American carriage horses are 
marketed. On their own Initiative the 
Iowa state fair held a t Des Moines, 
the Kentucky state fair at Louisville 
and the Blue Grass fair at Lexington, 
Ky., have offered prizes for American 
carriage horses for the season of 1907.
A uniform classification has been 
made possible by a co-operative ar­
rangement between the national bu­
reau of animal industry and the Ameri­
can Association of Trotting Horsti 
Breeders. The classification was work­
ed out by the committee on heavy h a r­
ness horses of the association.
A cordial reception of the classifica­
tion by the horse press and managers! 
of fairs is reported. Amohg the earli 
est to adopt the classification for 1907 
were the interstate fair held In K an­
sas City and the Kansas state faty 
held in Hutchinson.
Farmers Breed the Carriage Horses.
The adoption of the classification by 
state fairs is especially urged by those 
interested in it for the reason that the 
state fairs are in the closest touch 
with farmers, that the farmers are the 
breeders of most of the carriage horses 
sold on the American markets and that 
the value of the American horse for 
carriage purposes is rarely appreciated 
by the farmers who breed them. Hun­
dreds of horses are sold annually by 
farmers at really insignificant prices 
which after some months of finishing 
and handling are sold as carriage 
horses at prices up into the thousands. 
Furthermore, there ts a continual sale 
of stallions to supply this trade. These 
horses are usually of only moderate, 
value as speed producers, but are of 
excellent carriage type. If kept entire 
and properly mated they could be of 
Uestimable value as foundation sires 
of the American carriage horse.
When the farmers appreciate the in­
trinsic value of the native light horse 
for carriage purposes and recognize 
the worth of the stallion with good 
conformation and quality, but only 
moderate speed, as a sire of carriage 
horses the problem of fixing the type 
will be one of early solution.
Keeping Hogs In Bounds.
An easy plan of keeping hogs from 
going from hog pastures to cow pas­
tures aud at the same time allowing
CATTLE STILB.
the cattle to go from one pasture to the 
other at will is credited by an ex­
change to a writer in the Farmer. As 
shown in the sketch, the opening in, 
the fence may be as wide as desired. 
Two by twelve inch plank are nailed 
to the fence posts about four or six 
inches from the ground, and two extra 
posts are set out from the fence about 
a foot. The plank Is nailed to the in­
side of these posts, and this plank, 
should be about four feet longer than 
the one fastened to the fence so as to 
go by the opening at each end about 
two feet, The hogs cannot jump the 
two planks, and small hogs that go 
between them cannot jump over, as 
they are lengthwise of the opening. 
The cattle will readily step over. The 
same plan may be used for sheep, only 
three planks may be necessary to ’re­
tain them, although‘ the writer uses 
only two for them also.
Transportation Charges.
The freight and refrigerating charges 
on a full car of strawberries from 
southern points are often from $200 to 
$300, while on a car of southern 
peaches the cost of freight and refrig­
eration and the high priced packages 
that have to be used run the cost up 
above $500 on each car that comes into 
the state; $400 of this would be profit 
or Increased Income to the local 
grower.
The local grower can often sell di­
rect to consumer; there are no heavy 
transportation or refrigerator charges 
to pay, and these two items alone 
often eat up over one-half to two- 
thirds of the gross sales of fruit 
brought from a distance, while the lo­
cal grower saves i t —J. H. Hale, Con­
necticut, in American Cultivator.
Nothing b’Qt Mouth.
Two friends, A and B, were very 
fond of bragging. A said to B, 
“There is in my village a giant whose 
head touches the heavens and whose 
feet reach the earth.”
B said: “In my village there is a 
giant much larger. His upper Up 
pierces the heavens and his lower lip 
covers the earth.” A, taken back, ask­
ed, “Where, then, Is his body?’ B 
answered, • “He had nothing but 
mouth'.”—From the Chinese.
Caught a Tartar.
“So you want my daughter?” said 
the stern parent.
“Yes, sir,” answered the young suit­
or modestly.
"Huh!” grunted the old man. “Got 
any money?”
“Yes, sir. How high do you quote 
her?”—Cleveland Leader.
Cheesecloth Inclosures.
For four seasons experiments have 
been tried at the Ottawa (Canada) ex­
periment station to learn with what 
success vegetables could be grown in 
an inclosure made of cheesecloth, the 
top, sides and ends of the framework 
being completely covered with cheese­
cloth. I t has been found that lettuce, 
radish, beans and cauliflower succeed 
best inside the Inclosure and are 
earlier and more tender than outside.
The inclosure prevents cauliflowers 
and radishes from being injured by 
the root maggot The cheesecloth in­
closure should be of use in cities and 
towns where It is difficult to have a 
garden owing to the injury done by 
cats, dogs and even young children. 
Vegetables are tenderer, as a rule, than 
those srown outside.
A Dangerous Question.
“Would you marry again, George, If 
I were to die?”
. "No, Indeed!”
"You brute! You want the world to 
Ibelleve that I’m such a bad wife you 
would not want another!”—Houston 
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FITSPECTACLES
Also REPAIR Spectacles and 
Eye Glasses of All Kinds,
And Replace Broken Lenses 




F E R T IL IZ E R S
EARLY FALL BLACK AND BLUE SERGE SUITS
R E D U C E D .
For Diagonal Fast Black, Worsted and File 




/\/* h  For Men’s English Black Cork Screw, 
Worsted Suits, Hand-tailored, were $18.00.
Single or Double-breasted.
For Young Men’s Serges and Crow Black 
Thibits were $15.00.
Three Black Suit Specials
Advertised this Week and on display in our window, they’re absolutely as represented and will not 
fade, each suit is a fine specimen of tailor work and a perfect fit is assured, suits that are medium in 
weight and can be'worn the year around. Right now you can save two dollars and fifty ,cents on a 
black or blue suit, it’s just for a short time to keep us busy these between days.
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Are you thinking of heating your house with 
Steam or Hot Water ?THE FREED BOILERS
ARE JUST THE THING FOR THIS PURPOSE. Absolutely no better 
boiler made, either in square or round designs.
The cut shown here ,is the style of our latest designed WATER 
BOILER. This boiler has proved to be an A-l Steam as well as Watei; 
Boiler.
Get a boiler that is made right here at home, and when you are ready 
to have one put in write us or call at our plant and see them and be con­
vinced that the FREED is the BEST.
We will measure your house, tell you how much radiation it requires, 
what size boiler it will take, and make you out a set of complete specifica­
tions for a first-class heating plant.
You can then have your steam fitter give you a price for furnishing 
the plant and installing it according to our specifications, and be assured 
of a plant that will be entirely satisfactory.
Every boiler installed according to our specifications is positively 
guaranteed to do the work, while all our boilers are- guaranteed against 
any defects in manufacture. •'
Write for catalogue showing our various designs.
We are also equipped to do any kind of casting and machine work.
Steam Fitters’ Heater Co.
Branch Office : 
ROYEECSFOKD. PA.




No use trying to make farm­
ing pay without first improving 
the soil.
No use trying to improve the 
soil with any but Anim al 
Bone Fertilizer. Poor soil
will make the farmer poor; 
rich soil will make the farmer 
rich.
NOW is the time to start
aright for better days, big crops 
and more money, by using
Trinley High - Grade 
Animal Bone Fertilizers. 
Old established and reliable ; on 
the market for more than thirty 
years.
More actual plant food for 
the money than in any other. 
Give it a trial and be convinced.
If your dealer does not handle 
it, write us giving his name and 
we will see that you are sup­
plied. Write to-day.
JA C O B  T R IN L E Y ,
LINFIELD, PA.
- FURNITURE -
SPRING IS COMING—THE TIME FOR
MAKING CHANGES IN YOUR
HOU8EFURNI8HINGS.
The first thing to decide, i s :
“Where will I purchase ?”
Before making your choice, it will be to 
your advantage to call and examine stock 
and secure prices at
The Colleplle Furniture Store
Where it is always a pleasure to SHOW 
GOODS.
A FULL LINB of all grades of
Furniture and Housefurn­
ishing Goods in Stock.
Carpets, Mattings, Oil Cloths and Lin­
oleums.
Picture Frames made to order.
Carpets cleaned and relayed.
Repairing and upholstering attended to 
promptly.'
S ' F U R N I S H I N G  M
Undertaker *  Embalmer
Orders entrusted to my charge will receive 
the most careful and painstaking attention.
John L. B echtel,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
'P hone No. 18.
Subscribe For The Independent. 
EIGHT PAGES, 58 Nos., ONE DOLLAR.
S t 3 r l i  s i x
T hat F it th e F ee t
AT W EITZENKORN’S.
The footwear of to-day is fashioned< 
for ease and comfort as well as fort 
style, elegance, and wear.
Our Shoes and Oxfords cover all 
these points.
It is acknowledged by everybody that we 
carry the largest stock and more stylish to 
select irom than any two of our competitors.
Wearing Qualities
at Low Prices.
Ladies’ extra fine Sunday Shoes and 
Oxfords, $1.35 and $1.50, in Vici Kid and 
Patent Colt Skin.
The largest assortment of Ladies’ $8.00 
Shoes and Oxfords in Pottstown. All 
sty les
Children’s fine Sunday Shoes in Patent 
Leather and Vici Kid, 75c., $1.90, $1.85.
Children’s Russet Shoes, all new styles, 
$1,00 aud $1,85.
Children’s Colt Skin Oxfords, 75c., f • 
and $1.85. ||s  nes
Boys’ and Youths’ fine Sunday »DU” ’ 
$1.85, $1.50 and $3.00, in all leathers.
Men’s Vici Kid andColt'Skin Shoes 
Oxfords, $3.00. ' j Boy9t
The largest assortment of Men s, ^  
and Little Boys’ Patent Leather 
and Oxfords in town, in all new s y
IMPORTANT: We, Give Coupons, Good fo r Silverware.
■w e i t z e f t k o r n ’S
Pottstown’s Leading Shoe Store. 141 High St.
COLLEGEVILLE
Marble and Cianite Works,
H. L. SAYLOR, Prop.
All kinds of Cemetery Work in Plain 
and Artistic Designs. All Work guar­
anteed. Estimates furnished.
Main St. Collegeville*
